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Villeroy & Boch AG 

GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT 

 

▌ Consolidated revenue rises 2.0 % to € 853.1 million or 2.8 % adjusted 

for currency and license effects. 

▌ EBIT improves by 7.6 % to € 53.6 million. 

▌ Group result up 13.8 % year-on-year at € 33.9 million.  

▌ Investment volume increases significantly by € 7.7 million to 

€ 43.6 million. 

 

1. BASIC INFORMATION ON THE GROUP 

1.1. Business model of the Group 

Organisational structure of the Group 

Villeroy & Boch is a leading international ceramic manufacturer. As a full-service provider for the 

bathroom and the "perfectly laid table", our operating business is divided into two divisions: Bathroom 

and Wellness, and Tableware. Group-wide tasks and functions are performed by our central functions. 

Villeroy & Boch AG is the Group parent for a total of 55 (previous year: 53) fully consolidated direct 

or indirect subsidiaries. Comprehensive information on the basis of consolidation and the investment 

structure of the Villeroy & Boch Group can be found in notes 2 and 61 of the notes to the consolidated 

financial statements.  

Divisions and sales markets 

Our products are sold in 125 countries. Our product range in the Bathroom and Wellness Division in-

cludes ceramic bathroom collections in various styles, bathroom furniture, shower, tub and whirlpool 

systems, ceramic kitchen sinks, and fittings and accessories. We typically address end consumers 

through a two- or three-tier sales channel. Our key target groups are dealers, craftsmen, architects, in-

terior designers and planners. Our products in this division are displayed in more than 12,000 show-

rooms worldwide. We also reach the relevant target groups using different forms of communication, 

including a dedicated professional section on our website for architects, planners and tradespeople, 

which contains extensive information on new products, references and planning tools including tech-

nical product specifications. With the Bathroom Inspirator, the Bathroom Planner and the augmented 

reality app, end consumers also have access to practical applications allowing them to individually 

plan and design complete bathrooms in a virtual environment. 
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Our product range in the Tableware Division includes high-quality tableware, glasses, cutlery and cor-

responding accessories, kitchen and tableware textiles and gift items. We supply specialist retailers – 

from small porcelain retailers to large department store chains and specialist e-commerce providers – 

and reach end customers through our own retail activities, which include more than 100  

Villeroy & Boch stores and around 500 points of sale operated by our own staff at high-profile de-

partment stores. We are also continuously working to expand our global online presence as part of our 

own retail activities. We now sell our Tableware products in more than 20 countries via our online 

shops. All in all, our products are available at around 4,700 points of sale worldwide. 

Our product range is also supplemented by license-based products for house and home, particularly 

lighting, bathroom accessories and flooring. From 2019, the assortment is also supplemented by home 

furniture. 

In the project business of both divisions, we reach our customers via specialised sales units. The main 

target group for sanitary projects consists of architects, interior designers and planners of public insti-

tutions, office buildings, hotels and high-quality residential complexes. Tableware projects are mainly 

aimed at the investors and operators of hotels and restaurants. 

Locations 

Villeroy & Boch AG and its headquarters are based in Mettlach in the Saarland region. 

We currently have 14 production sites in Europe, Asia and the Americas. Our products for the Table-

ware Division are produced at the Merzig and Torgau plants in Germany. The other twelve plants 

manufacture products for the Bathroom and Wellness Division. Ceramic sanitary ware is produced at 

our locations in Mettlach (Germany), Valence d'Agen (France), Hódmezövásárhely (Hungary), Lugoj 

(Romania), Gustavsberg (Sweden), Ramos (Mexico) and Saraburi (Thailand). We also manufacture 

bathroom furniture in Treuchtlingen (Germany) and Mondsee (Austria), bathtubs, shower tubs and 

whirlpools in Roden (Netherlands) and Roeselare (Belgium), and fittings in Vargarda (Sweden). 
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1.2. Controlling System 

The Management Board of Villeroy & Boch AG manages the Group as a whole using a strictly de-

fined management structure and operational targets whose achievement is monitored by way of pre-

scribed key figures. This focuses on key financial indicators. 

The performance of the Group as a whole, and the two divisions individually, is measured using the 

following key financial indicators: net revenue, earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) and the roll-

ing operating return on net assets. The latter is calculated as the rolling operating result divided by the 

average operating net assets for the last twelve months. Operating net assets are calculated as the total 

of intangible assets, property, plant and equipment, inventories, trade receivables and other operating 

assets less total liabilities to suppliers, provisions and other operating liabilities. 

Comprehensive information on the development of the key financial indicators can be found in the 

economic report. 

Although Group-wide controlling is not currently performed on the basis of non-financial performance 

indicators, these play an important role at an operating level in areas such as the environment, employ-

ees, the supply chain, product responsibility and compliance. Extensive information on our non-

financial performance can be found in the Villeroy & Boch Group’s sustainability report. This sepa-

rate non-financial Group report for the 2018 financial year prepared in accordance with section 315b 

(3) of the German Commercial Code (HGB) is available online at www.villeroyboch-

group.com/en/investor-relations/publications/sustainability-reports. For further details, please refer to 

the “Sustainability” section. 

 

1.3. Research and development 

Our activities in the areas of research, development and innovation serve to strengthen our competi-

tiveness and hence form the basis for our long-term, sustainable economic success.  

Including design development, the Villeroy & Boch Group invested € 15.9 million in research and de-

velopment in the 2018 financial year (previous year: € 15.9 million). Of this figure, € 11.8 million 

(previous year: € 12.2 million) was attributable to the Bathroom and Wellness Division and € 4.1 mil-

lion (previous year: € 3.7 million) was attributable to the Tableware Division. 

Our research and development activities in the 2018 financial year again concentrated on the continu-

ous enhancement of our ceramic materials, products and production technologies. 

Research partnerships for innovative solutions 

Villeroy & Boch maintains a network of external partners in the field of applied research and industri-

al development. This allows us to pursue the objective of generating innovative solutions in order to 

create products with concrete value added for our customers, enable efficient production technologies 

and press ahead with process digitalisation.  

As part of the “HyFly” collaborative project under the “InfectControl 2020” research initiative 

launched by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) in 2016, we are work-

ing with research institutions and universities to design functional surfaces that combine antibacterial 

and easy-care properties. Using scientific methods from fluid mechanics and numerical simulation, in 

2018 we also researched various concepts for WCs and washbasins with special geometric features. 

The aim of these activities is to create products for sanitary facilities requiring high standards of hy-

file://///MET01FAS01/VOL1/PROJEKTE/ZB-Online-GB/2018_12/2_Druckversionen/Gesamtdokument/Archiv/www.villeroyboch-group.com/en/investor-relations/publications/sustainability-reports.html
file://///MET01FAS01/VOL1/PROJEKTE/ZB-Online-GB/2018_12/2_Druckversionen/Gesamtdokument/Archiv/www.villeroyboch-group.com/en/investor-relations/publications/sustainability-reports.html
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giene and infection prevention, for instance public buildings or infrastructure projects such as airports 

or railway stations. In the “KARMIN” research project, another subproject under the “InfectControl 

2020” initiative, we are participating as an associate industrial partner to create a hygiene-optimised 

wet room designed for installation in hospital patient rooms. Other notable research cooperations in 

the reporting period concern the launch of state-of-the-art testing methods in quality control and assur-

ance for raw materials and ceramic slurries, in addition to the continuous development of innovative 

ceramic materials. In the field of environmental research, we also initiated a project at the end of 2018 

to increase the recycling rate of process wastewater. 

Digitalisation in occupational health and safety 

As part of occupational health and safety, we intensified our efforts in terms of process digitalisation 

in 2017 with a view to meeting the increasingly dynamic requirements in these areas. The use of state-

of-the-art information and communication technology (ICT) plays an important role in this regard. 

ICT is one of the key technologies for German industry. This was underlined by the German Federal 

Government with the launch of the BMBF funding programme “ICT 2020 – Research for Innovation”, 

which forms part of its high-tech strategy 2020 and in which Villeroy & Boch is actively participating. 

In the year under review, we continued our participation in a research project with the German Re-

search Centre for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) with the aim of largely automating processes in occu-

pational hazardous substance management that are currently manual. Using automated substitution 

testing, we want to reduce the potential risk to employees at our production sites while also leveraging 

corresponding cost-saving effects. After completing the programming and test phase of the initial ap-

plication, in the reporting period work continued on optimising and expanding the substitution tool to 

include additional application modules. 

Internal enhancement of production techniques 

As part of the internal enhancement of our production techniques, projects were initiated with the aim 

of creating robust processes and achieving material and resource efficiency and standardisation, there-

by improving output levels. This was supported by the use of new management methods and statistical 

data analysis techniques and the design of new production facilities.  

We are also working continuously to optimise our technologies under the umbrella of “Industry 4.0”. 

Newly available technologies are evaluated in terms of their potential and the options for integrating 

them into existing manufacturing facilities at our production sites. 

Product development 

Product-related development activities in the Bathroom and Wellness Division included the continu-

ous enhancement of our innovative ceramic material TitanCeram, which makes it possible to produce 

designs with extremely thin walls and clearly defined edges, and is also very stable and robust. In this 

context, we are planning to roll out the material beyond our premium product range and to our main-

stream segments as well. Furthermore, in ViClean-I 100 we also completed the first product from the 

development platform for our new generation of shower toilets ready for market in the reporting peri-

od, and initiated the development of further innovative functions. Let us not forget, our high innova-

tive capability is also reflected in the new product developments we launched in 2018: TitanGlaze is a 

new addition to our product range – a high-purity, crystalline aluminium oxide-enriched glaze distin-

guished by a premium matte feel and a very scratch- and impact-resistant finish. Other innovations in-

clude SupraFix 3.0, a patent-pending enhancement of our installation system that makes installing 
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wall-mounted toilets even easier and more flexible, and last but not least O.novo Kids – our full bath-

room range for children specially designed for use in nurseries and pre-schools. 

Our development activities in the Tableware Division focused on glazes and various surfaces. For in-

stance, we added new moulds to our recent Manufacture Rock product series, which is characterised 

by the artisanal style in the form of matte slate-looking porcelain. With our newly developed “It’s my 

match” collection, we are seizing on unconventional designs that appeal to our younger target group of 

customers. The collection combines unglazed, matte surfaces with strokes of glossy, on-trend colours 

in varying intensity while also satisfying the utmost quality standards of premium porcelain (including 

dishwasher suitability). We also further advanced our development activities in the area of additive 

production techniques, also called 3D printing, and the resulting freedom of design for materials such 

as metal and plastic. A joint research project with external knowledge partners was used to test various 

techniques with the primary aim of optimising printing speed and size as well as the quality and per-

formance characteristics of the printed ceramic products. 

 

1.4. Procurement 

The Villeroy & Boch Group’s procurement portfolio encompasses raw materials, energy and supplies 

for its own production facilities as well as finished and semi-finished goods. The Group also purchases 

capital goods, packaging materials, transport services and a wide range of additional services. All in 

all, the value of our procurement volume including investments corresponds to over 60 % of our reve-

nue. The aim of our procurement organisation and procurement strategies is to make a sustained con-

tribution to the company’s long-term success by providing the required materials and services in the 

required quality and volume at the right time and the best possible price. Through close cooperation 

with our suppliers, we are also aiming to continuously improve the quality of our products and busi-

ness processes while advancing innovation. 

The Group encountered higher costs on the procurement market in the 2018 financial year. The sus-

tained robust growth of the world economy and the associated rise in energy, wage and transport costs 

caused the purchase prices for many raw materials and substances to rise in 2018 as well. Higher pric-

es were therefore inevitable, particularly for production, energy, packaging, transportation and exter-

nally sourced goods. Appropriate countermeasures in the context of procurement management and fa-

vourable exchange rate changes made it possible to at least partially offset these price increases. 

Among other things, we benefited from the fact that the US dollar – the functional currency for certain 

procurement volumes – depreciated further against the Group’s reporting currency, the euro.  

Supplier relationships are extremely important to us. As part of our systematic strategic procurement 

management, we use a standardised catalogue of criteria to continuously evaluate our suppliers in the 

categories of quality, cost, logistics, service, technology and environment with a view to furthering our 

cooperation on this basis. We also aim to structure our supplier relationships so that all risks are min-

imised to the greatest possible extent. To this end, contracts with suppliers are negotiated, compliance 

with statutory provisions is pursued and corresponding risk management is practised. In particular, our 

“Supplier Code of Conduct” requires suppliers to commit to the same standards as our company with 

regard to integrity, business ethics, work conditions and upholding human rights. 
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1.5. Employees 

Workforce 

 

The Villeroy & Boch Group had a total of 7,991 employees as at 31 December 2018, a decrease of 

108 compared with the end of the previous year (8,099.) 34.7 % of the workforce was employed in 

Germany (previous year: 33.6 %). The Bathroom and Wellness Division accounted for 5,184 employ-

ees (previous year: 5,241), while a total of 2,244 people were employed in the Tableware Division 

(previous year: 2,302) and 563 in central functions (previous year: 556).  

Taken as an average for the year as a whole, our workforce decreased from 8,090 in the previous year 

to 8,018. 

2 ECONOMIC REPORT 

2.1. General Economic conditions 

The global economy lost momentum over the course of the year. This development was driven by 

negative sentiment indicators, above all the uncertainty caused by the escalating trade conflicts and the 

tightening of monetary policy in the United States, as a result of which there was a turnaround in in-

ternational capital flows that slowed the performance of the emerging economies. Nevertheless, the 
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solid economic growth in Germany was carried by the domestic economy, which benefited from rising 

employment and persistently low interest rates. The economic upswing in the euro area was flatter 

than in the previous year, as exports were hampered by weak global demand and the appreciation of 

the euro. Overseas, economic growth in China remained strong, and the trade dispute with the US has 

not yet had any tangible impact on our industry.  

Business development in the Bathroom and Wellness Division is largely dependent on the perfor-

mance of the European residential construction industry. The growth rate of residential construction in 

Europe softened overall. Despite favourable financing conditions, construction on our key domestic 

market of Germany rose at a more measured rate compared to previous years on account of consistent-

ly high capacity utilisation and workforce bottlenecks within the sector.  

A key factor for business performance in the Tableware Division is the consumer climate among pri-

vate households. Owing to rising consumer price inflation and higher energy prices, private consumer 

spending in Germany rose by 1.5 % in 2018 according to GfK information, a slightly slower rate than 

in the previous year. In addition, consumer activity is reflected in the frequency of visits to retail out-

lets, an indicator that continued to decline in many parts of Europe in the period under review, not 

least on account of the long, hot summer. In Villeroy & Boch’s extremely important domestic market 

of Germany, visitor frequency fell by 5.0 % year-on-year.  

2.2. Course of business and position of the Group 

The Management Board of Villeroy & Boch AG considers the economic position of the Group to be 

positive. 

Taking our intra-year forecast adjustment into account, we achieved our revenue and earnings targets 

for the 2018 financial year. The table below shows a comparison of the forecast and actual key figures 

for 2018 and the forecasts for 2019: 

  

 

 

1) Figures for revenue growth shown in parentheses are adjusted for currency and license effects 

2) Forecast in 2017 Group management report: 3 % to 5 % 

3) Forecast in 2017 Group management report: 17 % to 18 % 

We increased our consolidated revenue by 2.0 % in total to € 853.1 million in the 2018 financial year. 

For the first time, this figure includes income from our license business, which was reported in other 

operating income in the previous year. Furthermore, revenue performance in both divisions was signif-

icantly impacted by negative exchange rate effects. The currencies with the most pronounced depre-
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ciation were the Swedish krona, the US dollar, the Russian rouble and the Chinese renminbi. Adjusted 

for these two non-recurring effects, i.e. adjusting for license income retroactively and on a constant 

currency basis, we achieved revenue growth of 2.8%.    

We also achieved our target for operating result – having projected an improvement of between 5 % 

and 10 %, EBIT increased strongly by 7.6 % to € 53.6 million (previous year: € 49.8 million). We 

therefore raised our net operating margin from 6.0 % to 6.3 %. The main drivers behind this were the 

strong earnings performance of the Bathroom and Wellness Division and our systematic cost man-

agement.  

The Group’s rolling return on net operating assets was 16.7 % as at the end of the year. The change as 

against the previous year (17.7 %) was caused by the rise in rolling net operating assets to 

€ 320.4 million (previous year: € 280.4 million). In addition to the higher investment volume, this was 

due essentially to the accumulation of inventories in the Bathroom and Wellness Division necessary to 

safeguard delivery capability. 

At € 43.6 million in total, investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets in the 

2018 financial year were higher than in the previous year (€ 35.9 million) and in line with forecasts. 

Further information on revenue and earnings development in the Bathroom and Wellness Division and 

the Tableware Division can be found in the following discussion of the Group’s results of operations. 

The development of other key figures is discussed in the “Financial position”, “Net assets” and “Other 

financial performance indicators” sections of the Group management report. 

 

2.3. Results of operations 

The following information provides an overview of our results of operations in the 2018 financial 

year. 

Consolidates Revenue 2018 

Consolidated revenue up 2.0 % 

The Villeroy & Boch Group generated revenue of € 853.1 million in the 2018 financial year. This rep-

resents a nominal improvement of 2.0 % as against the previous year (€ 836.5 million) or an increase 

of 2.8 % adjusted for currency and license effects.  

Of the license income included in revenue of € 6.1 million, which was previously reported in other op-

erating income and amounted to € 5.9 million in the previous year, € 0.5 million (previous year: 

€ 0.6 million) was attributable to the Bathroom and Wellness Division and € 3.0 million (previous 

year: € 2.6 million) to the Tableware Division. € 2.6 million (previous year: € 2.7 million) related to 

license agreements in central functions.  
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Revenue by division 

 

The Bathroom and Wellness Division generated revenue of € 584.3 million in the 2018 financial 

year, an increase of 4.7 % thanks to strong growth in our core product area of ceramic sanitary ware. 

On a constant currency basis, this revenue growth amounted to 6.2 %.  

While performance in Europe was influenced mainly by modest showroom business during the year, 

especially during the extremely hot summer, we turned things around with a strong final quarter. 

Buoyed by full delivery capability for the highly popular product categories among our rimless Di-

rectFlush WCs and thin-walled TitanCeram washbasins, and thanks to recovering showroom business, 

we continued to grow at a high level in Germany in particular (+1.3 %) – though even stronger growth 

was prevented by ongoing capacity bottlenecks among craftspeople. Revenues declined by -7.3 % in 

the UK and -17.7 % in Russia, -7.1 % on a constant currency basis. By contrast, gratifying increases 

were reported for Southern Europe at +7.6 % and Eastern Europe (not including Russia) at +7.7 %. On 

a constant currency basis, revenue volumes in Northern Europe also rose by 5.0 % (nominally 

+0.4 %). In total, our revenue volumes in Europe grew slightly by 0.4 % to € 453.7 million, or 2.0 % 

on a constant currency basis. 

Revenue outside Europe increased by 22.8 % to € 130.1 million. Once again, a key driver was our 

consistently strong growth in the Asia-Pacific region, which rose by 33.4 % to a revenue volume of 

€ 100.1 million, and therefore passed the 100-million-mark for the first time. Not including the consol-

idation effect of the Australian Group company Argent Pty. Ltd. acquired on 23 June 2017, the reve-

nue increase amounted to 25.2 %. As our most important growth market, China contributed greatly to 

this with a strong surge in revenue of 31.5 %.    
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The Tableware Division generated a revenue volume of € 266.2 million in the 2018 financial year, 

down 4.4 % on the previous year. The effects of currency changes and license reporting cancelled each 

other out almost entirely.  

Decisions to refocus or Tableware business defined the division’s revenue situation. This included the 

transition in the distribution model on various markets, the changes in our pricing and discount policy 

that were initiated in the previous year and the optimisation of our shop network. 

The decline in revenues was observed in many parts of the world. With a handful of isolated excep-

tions, revenue in Europe declined overall in the period under review (-4.7 %). By contrast, on the mar-

kets outside Europe, we achieved an increase in revenue in the US of 3.7 % on a constant currency ba-

sis, though in nominal terms this was neutralised by the depreciation of the US dollar (-0.4 %). 

A positive development is the fact that thanks to our intensified sales and marketing activities for e-

commerce, an increasingly important pillar of our sales model, online revenue grew by 9.2 % across 

all markets. E-commerce activities now account for around 17 % of the Tableware Division’s total 

revenue. 

Orders on hand 

The Group’s orders on hand amounted to € 59.8 million as at 31 December 2018. € 48.7 million (pre-

vious year: € 96.2 million) of this related to the Bathroom and Wellness Division and € 11.1 million 

(previous year: € 10.8 million) to the Tableware Division. The change compared to orders on hand as 

at the end of 2017 (€ 107.0 million) relates primarily to ceramic sanitary ware: Delivery times were 

reduced significantly by investments in capacity, allowing customers to place their orders with less 

lead time.  Furthermore, several major orders in China reported as orders on hand in 2017 were deliv-

ered. 
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Consolidated EBIT 

EBIT up 7.6 % year-on-year at € 53.6 million 

We increased our EBIT by 7.6 % or € 3.8 million to € 53.6 million in the 2018 financial year. The im-

provement in the operating result was driven essentially by excellent revenue and earnings develop-

ment in the Bathroom and Wellness Division and supported by strict cost discipline. 

 

Selling, marketing and development costs, which were down on the previous year’s figure of 

€ 275.3 million at € 266.9 million, and general and administrative expenses of € 43.8 million (previous 

year: € 47.2 million) were affected by both our systematic cost management and extraordinary effects. 

These included essentially the transition in Tableware distribution on some markets from direct retail 

to a distributor model and the ongoing optimisation of our shop network, which significantly improved 

the cost structure. In addition, revenue-based distribution costs were reclassified to the cost of sales of 

the goods sold. The effects described resulted in the cost reductions reporting in the income statement 

being significantly greater than the operational savings achieved. Inversely, the cost of sales of the 

goods sold and therefore the gross profit were negatively affected as a result. 

Net other operating expenses and income amounted to € -1.6 million.  Other operating earnings in the 

previous year (€ 1.7 million) included license income of € 5.9 million. Income from license business 

has been reported as a component of revenue since the start of the 2018 financial year. Furthermore, 

we generated other income of € 1.9 million from the sale of our former production grounds in Selb 

(Germany).  
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Operating result (EBIT) by division 

Bathroom and Wellness division 

The Bathroom and Wellness Division increased its operating result (EBIT) to € 47.3 million in the 

2018 financial year, thanks above all to our strong revenue growth, an improvement of 15.4 % on the 

previous year (€ 41.0 million).  

Tableware division 

The Tableware Division closed the 2018 financial year with an operating result (EBIT) of 

€ 6.3 million (previous year: € 8.8 million). The drop in earnings was largely a result of lower reve-

nue, but was cushioned in part by the transition in the distribution model on various markets and 

stricter cost discipline. 

Group result 

 

We generated a Group result of € 33.9 million in the 2018 financial year, a strong increase of 

€ 4.1 million or 13.8 % as against the previous year. The main factors driving the increase were the 

improved operating activities and the improved tax rate, which declined from 34.4 % in the previous 

year to 31.1 %, in part as a result of local tax cuts in France, Belgium and the Netherlands. Tax ex-

penses amounted to € -15.3 million (previous year: € -15.6 million) in the reporting period. Net fi-

nance expense remained constant year-on-year at € -4.4 million (€ -4.4 million). 
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Structure of the consolidated income statement (IFRS) 

In summary, the results of operations for the 2018 financial year were as follows: 

 

Dividend proposal 

At the General Meeting of Shareholders on 29 March 2019, the Supervisory Board and the Manage-

ment Board will propose that the unappropriated surplus of Villeroy & Boch AG be used to distribute 

a dividend of 

 

This represents a total dividend distribution of € 16.1 million. Based on the number of preference 

shares held by the company at the payment date, the total cash outflow will be € 15.1 million.  

 

2.4. Financial Position 

Principles and objectives of financial management  

We operate a central financial management system encompassing global liquidity management, cash 

management and the management of market price risks. 

The central Group Treasury department performs uniform financial management for the entire Group. 

The framework is provided by external statutory and regulatory requirements as well as internal guide-

lines and limits. 

Our liquidity management ensures that we are able to meet our payment obligations at all times. Cash 

inflows and outflows from our operating business form the basis for daily cash account management 

and short-term and medium-term liquidity planning. 

The resulting financing requirements are generally covered by bank loans. Surplus liquidity is invested 

on the money market in line with risk/reward considerations. With the proviso that our financial trad-

ing partners have a good credit standing, expressed in the form of an investment grade rating, we pur-

sue the aim of ensuring an optimal financial result. 
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Our cash management is also organised and managed centrally. In order to ensure economic efficien-

cy, priority is given to the centralisation of cash flows via cash pooling. An in-house cash system en-

sures that intercompany cash flows are always executed via internal clearing accounts where this is 

possible for legal and tax purposes. Internal offsetting therefore reduces the number of external bank 

transactions to a minimum. Standardised processes and transmission channels have been established 

for payment transactions. 

The management of market price risks encompasses exchange rate risks, interest rate risks and other 

price risks. Our aim is to limit the negative impact of fluctuations on the results of the divisions and 

the Group. Group-wide risk potential is calculated on a regular basis and corresponding decisions on 

hedging are taken. 

Further information on risk management can be found in the "Report on Risks and Opportunities" sec-

tion of the Group Management Report. 

Capital structure 

Our financing structure as shown in the table below changed as follows in the 2018 financial year: 

 

Equity increased by € 14.8 million year-on-year to € 209.4 million in the period under review. Re-

tained earnings rose by € 19.2 million, with the Group profit of € 33.9 million generated in the 2018 

financial year (€ 0.4 million of which relating to non-controlling interests) offset by the dividend dis-

tribution in spring 2018 (€ 14.3 million). In total, our equity ratio (including non-controlling interests) 

rose to 30.7 % as against the previous year’s 28.3 %. 84.5 % of the Group’s non-current assets in the 

amount of € 247.8 million were covered by equity. 

Non-current liabilities in the amount of € 236.6 million comprised pension provisions, financial liabili-

ties, provisions for personnel, other liabilities and deferred tax liabilities. Non-current liabilities de-

clined by € 37.1 million year-on-year, € 25.0 million of which related solely to the reclassification of a 

non-current bank loan to current financial liabilities as it nears maturity. Furthermore, pension obliga-

tions declined by € 7.9 million, € 3.2 million of which related to payments for the early settlement of 

pension claims. 

Current liabilities, consisting of other liabilities, trade payables, financial liabilities, other provisions, 

personnel provisions and income tax liabilities, climbed by € 16.8 million as against the previous year 

to € 235.6 million. Current financial liabilities rose to € 33.1 million (previous year: € 0.9 million), 

largely on account of the reclassification of the bank loan referred to above. By contrast, other liability 

items were down in the reporting period, including in particular trade payables (€ -6.2 million) and 

other liabilities (€ -5.9 million). 
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Investments 

Investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 

Our investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets totalled € 43.6 million in the 

2018 financial year (previous year: € 35.9 million). 43 % of this figure was attributable to Germany 

(previous year: 54 %). At the end of the year 2018, the Group had obligations to acquire property, 

plant and equipment and intangible assets in the amount of € 6.5 million. Our investment obligations 

are financed from operating cash flow. 

 

At € 37.7 million or 86,5 %, our investments were concentrated primarily on the Bathroom and 

Wellness Division. The focus was on the establishment of new production facilities for our ceramic 

sanitary ware plants in Germany and abroad, particularly in Mettlach (Germany), Saraburi (Thailand) 

and Ramos (Mexico). 

We invested € 5.9 million in the Tableware Division, corresponding to 13,5 % of the total investment 

volume. We acquired new machinery and tools for production at our Merzig and Torgau plants. More-

over, we invested in the further optimisation of our retail network, for example renovating and open-

ing stores in Germany, Spain, France and in the UK. 

Please see note (6) to the consolidated financial statements for further information on the Group’s ma-

terial investing activities in the reporting period. 
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Financing 

Condensed cash flow statement 

 

Net cash from operating activities amounted to € 2.1 million (previous year: € 41.0 million). The sig-

nificant lower operating cash flow compared to the previous year is due to the higher accumulation of 

working capital. In particular, we increased our inventories in the Bathroom and Wellness Division in 

the reporting period in order to ensure sustainable delivery capability on our markets; there were also 

higher volumes in raw materials procurement on account of production. Total inventories in the Group 

increased by € 11.9 million. In addition, trade receivables rose by € 10.2 million while trade payables 

were down by € 6.2 million.  

Net cash used in investing activities of € -44.6 million (previous year: € -27.3 million) included pay-

ments for investments in property, plant and equipment, non-current financial assets and intangible as-

sets totalling € 48.7 million, which were offset by proceeds from the disposal of assets amounting to 

€ 4.1 million.  

Net cash used in financing activities amounted to € -7.6 million (previous year: € -14.1 million). This 

included primarily net proceeds from loans of € 7.1 million on the one hand and the dividend payment 

of € 14.3 million in spring 2018 on the other. 

 

Liquidity 

Net liquidity 

Our net liquidity amounted to € -0.5 million as at the end of the reporting period (previous year: 

€ 57.6 million). The decline in net liquidity was due in particular to increased investing activity 

(€ 48.7 million, including investments in financial assets) and the lower operating cash flow compared 

to the previous year, which reflects the change in working capital over the course of the year.  
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Cash and cash equivalents, current financial assets and current and non-current financial liabilities 

were combined in calculating net liquidity. 

At 31 December 2018, we had unutilised credit facilities totalling € 220 million (31 December 2017: 

€ 245 million) that were not subject to any restrictions. 

 

2.5. Net assets 

Balance sheet 

The Villeroy & Boch Group had total assets of 681.6 € million at 31 December 2018 compared with 

€ 687.1 million at the end of the previous year. The balance sheet structure is shown in the graphic be-

low: 

Year-on-year comparison of the structure of the balance sheet 

 

 

Non-current assets in the amount of € 287.8 million (previous year: € 268.3 million) comprised non-

current fixed assets, deferred tax assets and other non-current assets. The share of total assets attribut-

able to non-current assets amounted to 36.4 % (previous year: 33.1 %). As a result of the regular re-

view of the useful lives of property, plant and equipment, the depreciation periods for various produc-

tion facilities were harmonised with a positive effect on earnings. 
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Current assets were composed primarily of inventories, trade receivables, cash and cash equivalents 

and other current assets. Current assets (including non-current assets held for sale) declined by 

€ 25.0 million year-on-year to € 393.8 million. Cash funds were € 51.1 million down on the previous 

year’s level. By contrast, inventories rose by € 11.9 million, as a result of the accumulation of invento-

ries in the Bathroom and Wellness Division for operational reasons. At the same time, trade receiva-

bles increased by € 10.2 million on account of varying payment terms in the Bathroom and Wellness 

Division.  

The items of the equity and liabilities side of the balance sheet are discussed in the “Capital structure” 

section of the management report. 

2.6. Other financial performance indicators 

In addition to the key performance indicators of revenue and earnings before interest and taxes 

(EBIT), whose development in the past financial year is discussed under "Results of operations", our 

activities are focused on optimising the rolling return on net operating assets. Net operating assets are 

calculated as the total of intangible assets, property, plant and equipment, inventories, trade receiva-

bles and other operating assets less total liabilities to suppliers, provisions and other operating liabili-

ties. 

The return on net operating assets is calculated as follows: 

 

As of 31 December 2018, the rolling net operating assets of the Villeroy & Boch Group were com-

posed as follows: 

 

 

The Group’s return on net operating assets declined by 1.0 percentage points to 16.7 % as at the end of 

2018. This was because the improvement in the operating result in the 2018 financial year was more 
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than compensated by the increase in rolling net operating assets to € 320.4 million (previous year: 

€ 280.4 million). The accumulation of assets resulted in part from the increased investment volume 

and higher inventories  

The rolling net operating assets of the Bathroom and Wellness Division were composed as follows: 

 

* Central function earnings components that cannot be influenced by the division are not taken into 

 account in calculating the return on net operating assets. 

The rolling net operating assets of the Tableware Division were composed as follows: 

 

* Central function earnings components that cannot be influenced by the division are not taken into 

 account in calculating the return on net operating assets. 

3. SUSTAINABILITY 

For us, achieving our financial targets is closely connected to the various aspects of sustainability and 

corporate social responsibility, which ensure that our actions as a company are consistent with not on-

ly economic, but also ecological and social considerations. As such, trust-based cooperation with our 

stakeholders – and particularly our customers, suppliers, employees, shareholders and lenders – and a 

responsible approach to the environment play a particularly important role within our organisation and 

our processes.  
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Sustainable management in the sense of good and transparent corporate governance requires all Vil-

leroy & Boch employees to act with integrity and in accordance with the law in order to ensure the 

company’s long-term success. Compliance with statutory and official provisions and internal guide-

lines and directives – especially our Code of Conduct, which is required to be observed by all employ-

ees – is ensured by means of a Group-wide compliance management system. As the company’s suc-

cess is also inextricably linked to the dedication of creative, motivated employees, our human re-

sources strategy focuses on ensuring an attractive employment environment with healthy and safe 

working conditions, fair payment, targeted training opportunities and an active commitment to diversi-

ty and equal opportunity. 

Our customers place their confidence in the high quality of our products – and this is based on stylish 

design, extremely high durability and maximum product safety in equal measure. We intend to contin-

ue to earn this confidence in future with technically superior products and sustainable value creation. 

This is why the requirements we make of our suppliers and our in-house production are so stringent. 

Alongside compliance with the law and labour and environmental standards, our aim is to achieve our 

outstanding product quality with the greatest possible resource and energy efficiency. The use of man-

agement systems and standardised processes helps us to achieve this. 

In accordance with sections 289b, 315b of the Handelsgesetzbuch (HGB – German Commercial 

Code), Villeroy & Boch AG is required to supplement its (Group) management report with a non-

financial declaration. Reportable aspects within the meaning of section 289c HGB include company-

related disclosures on environmental, employee and social matters, respect for human rights and com-

bating bribery and corruption – meaning they relate directly to our sustainability-related activities in 

the aforementioned areas. In preparing the non-financial declaration, we have exercised the option 

provided by law of alternatively producing a combined, separate non-financial report for the Villeroy 

& Boch Group and Villeroy & Boch AG. This is published online at www.villeroyboch-

group.com/en/investor-relations/publications/sustainability-reports. This non-financial report is inte-

grated into our sustainability report for the financial year from 1 January to 31 December 2018, in 

which we report extensively on our non-financial performance. 

 

  

http://www.villeroyboch-group.com/en/investor-relations/publications/sustainability-reports
http://www.villeroyboch-group.com/en/investor-relations/publications/sustainability-reports
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4. REPORT ON RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

4.1. Risk strategy 

Our business policy is aimed at sustainably increasing the performance and earnings strength of our 

company, and hence its enterprise value, for the benefit of our shareholders and other stakeholders. To 

this end, the Villeroy & Boch Group's business activities open up a wide range of opportunities, but 

are also accompanied by risks. In the course of our business activities, we are exposed to general eco-

nomic and industry-specific risks as well as the usual financial and economic risks. 

In accordance with our approach to risk, potential business risks are identified at an early stage, evalu-

ated and – where possible – minimised or avoided altogether using recognised methods and measures. 

Risks are consciously accepted when the prospects for success are suitably attractive. The risks in 

question must also be calculable and manageable in terms of their size, as well as having a low proba-

bility of occurrence. Within our company, we have a functional and effective risk management system 

that is intended to secure the continued existence of the Group and ensure the achievement of our ob-

jectives as a company, and especially our financial, operational and strategic objectives.  

4.2. Risk management 

Risk management system and internal control system 

Our risk management system encompasses both risks and opportunities. In contrast to risk reduction 

measures, opportunities generally do not serve to reduce risks; they are discussed separately in the 

"Report on opportunities" section. 

The risk management system covers all of the areas of our Group and allocates clear responsibilities 

and duties to all organisational units. In this system, the Management Board defines the principles of 

the risk policy and risk treatment above and beyond the general principles of Group strategy and en-

sures that they are implemented. The Code of Conduct limiting the risks of possible breaches of the 

law and regulations, which applies to all employees and managers throughout the Group, is a further 

component of this system. 

Various coordinated planning, reporting and control processes and early warning systems have been 

put in place in implementing the system as a whole with the aim of recognising developments that 

could endanger the Group’s continued existence in good time and taking appropriate and effective 

countermeasures.  

Our operational risk management covers the entire process, from the early detection of risks to the 

controlling and handling of (residual) risks and, together with the necessary countermeasures, is pri-

marily the responsibility of process management, i.e. decentrally at divisional level. Risk Controlling 

identifies, measures and evaluates all risks. In particular, the involvement of the controlling team for 

the respective division serves to ensure that risk management is integrated into the decentralised con-

trolling organisation. Risk management functions are also coordinated centrally in order to guarantee a 

consistent and seamless workflow throughout the Group. 
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The internal control system is a central component of risk management at Villeroy & Boch. It com-

prises the principles, procedures and measures introduced by management in order to 

• ensure the effectiveness and economic efficiency of the Group's business activities, 

• the correctness and reliability of internal and external financial reporting and 

• compliance with the statutory provisions that are relevant to the company. 

The principles, organisational structure, workflows and processes of the internal control and risk man-

agement system are set out in Group-wide guidelines and work instructions. These specialised provi-

sions are based on the relevant laws and regulations as well as voluntarily adopted company standards 

and are adjusted at regular intervals to reflect external and internal developments. 

Monitoring of the risk management processes 

Based on a mandate delegated by the Management Board of the Villeroy & Boch Group, Group Inter-

nal Audit regularly examines the efficiency of the workflows and the effectiveness of the internal con-

trols installed in the decentralised divisions and the risk management system. It reports on its findings 

in a timely manner. This ensures that the Management Board is continuously informed about weak-

nesses and any resulting risks and the derivation of adequate recommendations for rectifying these 

weaknesses. Specifically, our Group Internal Audit Team is responsible for identifying risks in the 

course of its activities (identification function), independently and objectively evaluating these risks 

(evaluation function) and presenting recommendations for improvement (advisory function) and track-

ing their implementation (tracking function). 

The Audit Committee of the Supervisory Board also monitors the effectiveness of the risk manage-

ment, internal control and internal audit system and, in particular, the financial reporting process. In 

addition, the effectiveness of the internal control system for financial reporting and the effectiveness 

of the risk early warning system are regularly confirmed by our external auditor as part of its annual 

audit of the consolidated financial statements. 

4.3. Internal control and risk management system  

for Group financial reporting 

As Villeroy & Boch AG is a publicly traded corporation within the meaning of section 264d of the 

German Commercial Code (HGB), it is required to describe the key characteristics of its internal con-

trol and risk management system with respect to the Group financial reporting process in accordance 

with section 315 (4) HGB. The purpose of this system is to guarantee with reasonable assurance that 

the Group financial reporting process is reliable and that it complies with the generally accepted prin-

ciples of proper accounting.  

The internal control and risk management system relating to financial reporting is integrated into our 

Group-wide risk management system. It encompasses the organisational, control and monitoring struc-

tures that we use to ensure that business transactions and events are identified, processed and recog-

nised in financial reporting correctly, promptly and in full. The central basis for a proper, uniform and 

continuous financial reporting process is formed by the relevant laws and standards and internal provi-

sions, which are set out in a Group-wide accounting policy that is continuously updated. In addition, 

clearly defined procedures are specified in the form of a uniform chart of accounts for financial report-
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ing, a Group-wide schedule for the preparation of the financial statements and various manuals. Fur-

thermore, there are clear functional and personnel assignments for the functions performed as part of 

the financial reporting and consolidation process (e.g. Group reporting, controlling, financial account-

ing, payroll, taxes and Group treasury) in order to ensure the strict separation of the specific areas of 

responsibility.  

In addition to the assignment of appropriate staff resources, the preparation of the consolidated finan-

cial statements is supported by uniform, standardised reporting and consolidation software that con-

tains extensive checking and validation routines. In this respect, the internal control and risk manage-

ment system relating to financial reporting provides for both preventive and downstream controls. For 

example, this includes IT-based and manual reconciliation in the form of regular spot checks and plau-

sibility checks, various risk-, process- and content-related controls in the divisions, the establishment 

of functional separations and predefined approval processes, the systematic implementation of the 

principle of dual control for all material processes relating to financial reporting, and strictly regulated 

access controls for our IT systems. 

To monitor the Group companies’ compliance with the control systems and accounting provisions, 

regular analytical examinations are performed by the local managing directors and auditors, the central 

Group reporting department, the Audit Committee of the Supervisory Board, Group Internal Audit and 

the external auditor of the consolidated financial statements. This monitoring includes identifying 

weaknesses, initiating improvement measures and examining whether weaknesses have been rectified. 

 

4.4. Individual risks 

The following section contains a discussion of the risks that the Villeroy & Boch Group considers to 

be significant and whose potential occurrence could have a relevant adverse effect on the Group's net 

assets, financial position and results of operations.  

The overview below provides a general summary of the individual risks. Applying a one-year forecast 

period, it shows the relative importance of the individual risks based on their probability of occurrence 

and potential financial impact following any risk mitigation measures (net risk). A probability of less 

than 30 % is classified as "low", while a probability of more than 60 % is classified as "high". The as-

sessment of the potential financial impact is based on the qualitative criteria "insignificant" (loss < € 1 

million), "moderate" (loss between € 1 million and € 5 million) and "significant" (loss > € 5 million).  
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General and industry-specific market risks 

As a globally active company, we currently market our products in 125 countries. All international 

business activities typically involve a wide range of general market risks that depend on macroeco-

nomic developments, societal and geopolitical factors and regulatory conditions.  

Specifically, macroeconomic developments – such as an economic slowdown in the industrialised na-

tions and emerging economies, or exchange rate fluctuations – can impair the propensity and the abil-

ity of our customers to invest or lead to postponements of investment decisions. In the event of a hard, 

no-deal Brexit – the official withdrawal date is 29 March 2019 – we foresee not inconsiderable reper-

cussions for our sales on the UK market: In addition to a lower revenue volume on account of the eco-

nomic situation, we above all anticipate risks from adverse exchange rate changes and customs duties, 

which would significantly increase the costs of reciprocal trading with the UK. Regarding our biggest 

growth market, China, there could be a tangible slump in the economy in the event of a full-scale trade 

war with the United States – which would in turn also affect our industry. Not least, our markets in the 

emerging economies are exposed to the general economic risk that the further tightening of US interest 

rate policy could exacerbate the withdrawal of capital by foreign investors. In addition, consumer 

spending and consumer confidence on the individual markets can be negatively impacted by socio-

political factors such as military conflicts or civil unrest.  

In the Bathroom and Wellness Division, in the face of rising concentration within the sanitary ware 

industry, we anticipate increased competitive pressure and the associated risk of changes in market 

share. Specifically in project business, we face the challenge of tapping additional growth potential in 

order to successfully defend our market position against the competition.  
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As well as economic sales risks, the Tableware Division is subject to the additional challenges of the 

dynamic change in our customers’ consumer behaviour. Achieving our revenue targets is therefore 

closely tied to the successful operational implementation of our sales measures, particularly in the 

growth channels of e-commerce and project business. As for our product areas requiring intensive 

marketing – new products and secondary brands – the inherent uncertainty in terms of future ac-

ceptance by our business partners is naturally unavoidable. Consistent declines in customer numbers at 

retail stores in the western European markets represent a not inconsiderable sales risk for our own out-

lets as well, which we are counteracting in particular by improving the connectivity of our offline and 

online sales channels. In addition, consolidation within the retail sector is increasing the market power 

of major retail chains, meaning that we are also exposed to growing pressure on prices and margins in 

this area. 

With regard to the market risks listed, we perform comprehensive risk monitoring by continuously ob-

serving and analysing the macroeconomic data and economic and industrial developments that are par-

ticularly relevant to our business on a continuous basis. Based on these observations, our operating di-

visions define, prepare and then implement the adjustments and measures that are necessary both in 

order to avert potential risks and, more importantly, to exploit opportunities that present themselves. 

Economic performance risks 

Procurement risks 

In the critical area of production supply in particular, general procurement risks include the risk, that 

the materials delivered to us will be of poor quality, as well as the risk of supplier insolvency or other 

supply interruptions. Suitable countermeasures for these risks have been defined as part of risk man-

agement, e.g. the permanent monitoring of markets and the financial stability of key suppliers and the 

definition and implementation of procurement strategies. This also includes preventing single sourcing 

scenarios to the greatest possible extent. However, in some exceptional cases – including the im-

portant area of raw materials – the current circumstances are such that there are very few alternative 

sources available on the market. 

Furthermore, the increasing volatility of market prices for many raw materials could embody corre-

sponding risks for our procurement prices. Phases of rapidly rising market prices could lead to a dete-

rioration in our cost position, while we would be unable to benefit in full from phases of falling market 

prices on account of having locked in prices for the medium or long term.  

Product development risks 

As our competitive position and our revenue and earnings development depend to a large extent on the 

development of commercially successful products and production technologies, we invest significant 

resources in research and development. Development processes involve an extensive time and re-

source commitment and are subject to technological challenges and regulatory requirements. Howev-

er, these factors and the tough competition mean there is no guarantee that all of the products in our 

present or future development pipeline will reach the planned market maturity and prove to be com-

mercially successful. 

Additional information on our research and development activities can be found in the section of the 

same name under "Basic Information on the Group". 
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Production risks 

Production risks result from potential interruptions to operations, e.g. due to machine or furnace fail-

ures, and can have significant financial consequences and adversely affect our business performance. 

Accordingly, we provide a sufficient maintenance budget to ensure the regular servicing of our pro-

duction facilities and the necessary replacement investments. Furthermore, our on-site technicians and 

special maintenance agreements with our spare part suppliers mean that a rapid response is guaranteed 

in the event of operational problems. If operations are interrupted in spite of these extensive preventa-

tive measures, insurance policies have been concluded to cover any financial losses where it is eco-

nomically viable to do so. 

Environmental protection risks 

The environmental impact of production cannot be avoided altogether. In order to prevent the resulting 

environmental risks, especially in light of increasingly stringent legislation, environmental and occu-

pational safety laws are analysed at regular intervals and organisational measures are subsequently ini-

tiated where relevant. We also continuously monitor emission levels at all our locations. As well as 

analysing the specific environmental impact, this includes taking account of the related occupational 

safety aspects (e.g. exposure at the respective workplaces). The central basis for continuous monitor-

ing is a dedicated reporting system in which location-related information is bundled and presented for 

the Group as a whole. We respond by making corresponding investments in environmental and occu-

pational safety as required.  

Our employees are another key element of our preventive activities, and we ensure that they are made 

aware of current environmental and energy-related topics on a regular basis. Employees are included 

in various operational projects in their respective area in order to leverage potential and minimise risk. 

Financial risks 

As an international Group, we are exposed to financial and economic risks. In particular, these are: 

• Inventory, default and credit risks 

• Liquidity risks and 

• Market price risks (exchange rate, interest rate and other price risks). 

Financial risk is managed globally by our central Group Treasury unit. There are detailed guidelines 

and provisions for dealing with financial risk, including the separation of front office and back office 

functions. Group-wide principles regulate all relevant issues, such as banking policy, financing agree-

ments and global liquidity management. 

Management of inventory risks: For property, plant and equipment and inventories, the necessary 

insurance cover is in place to protect against the various risks of their actual loss. A detailed reporting 

system exists for the size, structure, range of coverage and changes to individual items, counteracting 

the risk of loss in value due to limited usability of inventories. Further information can be found in 

notes 6 and 11 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements. There is no significant concentra-

tion of inventory risks within the Group. There were no changes in the nature or extent of these risks 

or the risk management and measurement methods in 2018. 
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Management of default and credit risks: Default and credit risks describe the uncertainty that a con-

tractual party will fail to meet its contractual obligations. In order to minimise these risks, our guide-

lines state that business relationships are only entered into with creditworthy business partners and, if 

necessary, subject to the provision of collateral. The main receivables from customers are protected by 

trade credit insurance. The default risk for the remaining uninsured receivables is controlled by way of 

a limit system and reporting. Compliance with limits is monitored centrally. We counteract potential 

default risks through the collateral deposited by customers, such as guarantees and mortgages, and 

through prompt collection measures. Specific valuation allowances are recognised for default risks 

that occur despite this, and particularly in the event of significant financial difficulties on the part of 

the debtor and impending bankruptcy (see section 12 of the notes to the consolidated financial state-

ments). For banks, too, minimum requirements with respect to creditworthiness and individual limits 

for the exposures to be entered into are established based on the ratings issued by international rating 

agencies and the prices of hedging instruments (credit default swaps) as well as internal examinations 

of creditworthiness. Compliance with limits is monitored on an ongoing basis. Default risk for invest-

ments and derivative financial instruments are negligible as the Group deals only with contract part-

ners with an investment grade rating from an international rating agency. External security is also en-

sured for the respective instrument, for example through deposit guarantee systems. There is no signif-

icant concentration of default risks within the Group. There were no changes in the nature or extent of 

these risks or the risk management and measurement methods in 2018.  

 

Management of liquidity risks: In order to ensure our permanent solvency and financial flexibility, 

we control short, medium and long-term liquidity risks by maintaining adequate liquidity reserves and 

sufficient credit facilities with German and foreign banks and through a medium and short-term li-

quidity projection. The financing requirements of Group companies are generally met in full by inter-

nal lending. This allows the cost-effective and permanently adequate coverage of financial require-

ments for the Group’s business operations and site investments. We utilise international cash pooling 

systems in order to reduce external finance volumes and optimise our financial result. External loans 

are provided for the Group companies involved only to the extent that legal, tax or other circumstances 

do not permit internal lending in exceptional cases. There is no significant concentration of liquidity 

risks within the Group. There were no changes in the nature or extent of these risks or the risk man-

agement and measurement methods in 2018. Further information on the management of liquidity risks 

can be found in note 53 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 

 

Management of exchange rate risks: In the course of our global business activities, we are exposed 

to exchange rate risks arising from transactions in foreign currencies. Currency futures contracted with 

banks with good credit ratings are predominantly employed as hedging transactions. We generally 

hedge exchange rate risk over a period of twelve months, though hedges can extend beyond this hori-

zon in exceptional cases. The required hedging volume is first determined by netting receivables and 

liabilities throughout the Group for each currency pair. As a matter of principle, the remaining ex-

change rate risk is initially hedged at a level of 70 % on the basis of past experience. From the conclu-

sion of the contract, it is demonstrated periodically that possible currency fluctuations in the planned 

hedged item are offset by the opposing effects of the hedge throughout the term of the contract. The 

volume identity of planned and recognised foreign currency revenues for transactions already settled is 

also reviewed and documented at the end of each reporting period. There is no significant concentra-

tion of exchange rate risks within the Group. There were no changes in the nature of these risks or the 
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risk management and measurement methods in 2018. As in the previous years, however, there is an 

increased risk due to the volatility of the Russian rouble, the pound sterling and the Swedish krona. 

These currencies can be expected to see a heightened exchange rate risk once again in 2019. We use a 

dynamic hedging approach to address these risks. Further information on the management of exchange 

rate risks can be found in note 53 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements.  

 

Management of interest rate risks: Interest rate risks occur as a result of interest rate fluctuations on 

the market when funds are invested or borrowed at fixed- and variable-interest rates. The earnings risk 

arising from interest rate changes is determined on the basis of sensitivity analyses and controlled by 

Group Treasury, which maintains an appropriate relationship between fixed- and variable-interest bor-

rowings. The risk of volatile interest markets is limited by way of fixed-interest loan agreements. 

There were no changes in interest risk positions or the risk management and measurement methods in 

2018. In 2018, a few banks discussed the possibility of passing on the negative deposit rates imposed 

by central banks to business customers. However, the Villeroy & Boch Group has a sufficient number 

of alternative banking partners and investment options, meaning it is not subject to negative deposit 

rates at present. Further information on the management of interest rate risks can be found in section 

53 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 

 

Management of other price risks: Other financial risks result from changes in the price of purchased 

commodities used in our value chain, such as raw materials and supplies. As part of our risk manage-

ment activities, we identify the volume of risk with the aim of hedging it. Among other things, we use 

capital market-oriented financial products for this purpose. The commodity of brass is currently 

hedged using commodity swaps with banks with good credit ratings. The requirements in accordance 

with production planning are generally hedged at a level of 70 % for the coming year and 30 % for the 

subsequent year on the basis of past experience. There was no change in the management of brass 

price risks in 2018. In 2018, the volume of hedges was covered by corresponding hedged items on a 

monthly basis. There is no significant concentration of other price risks within the Group. There were 

no changes in the nature or extent of these risks or the risk management and measurement methods in 

2018. Further information on the management of commodity price risks can be found in section 53 of 

the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 

Tax risks 

The global business activities of the Villeroy & Boch Group mean it is subject to a wide range of 

country-specific tax laws and regulations. Changes in the applicable tax law situation could have an 

adverse effect on the taxation of the Group companies.  

The Group companies domiciled in Germany and abroad may be subject to an external audit of their 

tax declarations and payments by the responsible local fiscal authorities. As a matter of principle, the 

resulting risks relate to all outstanding assessment periods and arise primarily in connection with dif-

fering or more restrictive interpretations of existing provisions by the fiscal authorities, which can re-

sult in additional financial burdens. 

Tax risks are continuously identified and systematically reviewed and assessed as part of our risk 

management system. The corresponding technical issues are analysed and evaluated by the central 

Group tax department in conjunction with external tax advisors. Adequate provisions have been rec-

ognised in previous financial years for tax risks that are already known. 
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Personnel risks 

The long-term success of the Villeroy & Boch Group depends to a large extent on its committed and 

skilled employees and managers. In order to secure new talents and expertise for the long term, the 

Group places great value on a targeted human resources policy whose content involves the recruitment 

and training of new, qualified employees and the continuous further education of established staff in 

the form of management and personality training and specialised learning programmes. A growing 

challenge for us as an employer is the increasingly tough competition for new employees as societal 

developments, and especially demographic change, lead to a shift in terms of supply and demand on 

the employment market. Finding the necessary replacements for qualified employees in key positions 

involves recruitment processes that can be lengthy. This can result in capacity bottlenecks.  

We have pension and pension-related obligations for the provision of retirement benefits to our em-

ployees. Changes in the relevant measurement parameters, such as interest rates, mortality rates and 

the rate of salary growth, constitute a financial risk as they may lead to a change in the volume of 

these obligations and negatively impact our equity and our earnings. Provisions for pensions are de-

scribed in note 26 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 

Legal risks 

The progressive internationalisation of our business activities is accompanied by an increase in the 

number and complexity of the statutory provisions we are required to observe. Accordingly, we are 

permanently exposed to risks in connection with guarantee obligations and material defects, product 

liability, competition and antitrust law, industrial property rights and claims arising from breaches of 

contract. To the extent that it is foreseeable and economically reasonable to do so, we cover the exist-

ing legal risks by concluding insurance policies that are typical for the industry and recognise provi-

sions to a sufficient extent for obligations going above and beyond this. To reduce the potential cost of 

legal risks, we ensure the high quality standards of our products by regularly monitoring production 

and making continuous improvements. In addition, responsible and legally compliant behaviour is en-

sured by the compliance organisation established by the Management Board.  

After obtaining legal advice, the Supervisory Board has come to the conclusion that claims for re-

course could be made against four former members of the Management Board in connection with the 

EU’s decision on bathroom manufacturer antitrust proceedings. Time-limited waivers of the statutory 

period of limitations were agreed with three of the former members of the Management Board. An ac-

tion for performance is pending against one former member of the Management Board. The proceed-

ings are currently suspended on account of the judge’s retirement. No specific claims for reimburse-

ment or recourse have been recognised to date. 

IT risks 

Generally speaking, a distinction can be made between the following IT risks: 

• Non-availability of IT systems and applications, 

• Missing or incorrect provision of data, 

• Loss or manipulation of data, 

• Cybercrime 

• Breaches of compliance (data protection provisions, licenses, etc.), 

• Disclosure of confidential information. 
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The detailed Group-wide guidelines and provisions for the active management of these risks are regu-

larly examined by external auditors and Group Internal Audit to ensure compliance and effectiveness. 

Our central IT organisational structure and the use of standardised, Group-wide systems and processes 

are additional measures aimed at minimising the probability of risks occurring. 

As part of the continued digitalisation of our business and production processes, the topic of cyberse-

curity has become significantly more important in recent years. To provide effective protection against 

potential threats, we employ standardised, state-of-the-art firewall technology at all Group locations. 

The Group has concluded cybercrime insurance to protect it financially against loss. 

Overall risk position 

The Management Board of Villeroy & Boch AG regularly examines the risk situation of the Group 

and has satisfied itself as to the effectiveness of the risk management system. In the 2018 financial 

year, the risk profile did not change materially compared with the previous year. In the opinion of the 

Management Board, based on the probability of occurrence and potential impact of the risks described 

above, they do not represent a risk to the continued existence of the Group either in isolation or cumu-

latively. The individual risks are controlled using the risk management system and sufficient risk cov-

er is available. The Management Board does not expect this to have a material influence on the 

Group's net assets, financial position and results of operation. 

 

4.5. Report on Opportunities 

The Villeroy & Boch Group has a wide range of opportunities to secure its long-term future business 

success. The following section describes the material opportunities available to the Group involving 

additional earnings potential.  

Opportunities through ceramic expertise 

Expertise with ceramic materials is in Villeroy & Boch's DNA and a key factor in our successful 270-

year history as a company. We focus on combining product design and raw material and production 

expertise with product functionality and quality. With successful products like the rimless Direct-

Flush WC and innovative materials like TitanCeram, which combines selected natural materials such 

as feldspar, quartz, clay and titanium dioxide for particularly delicate yet stable washbasins, or our 

new matte TitanGlaze which gives the ceramic a very scratch- and impact-resistant finish thanks to a 

high-purity, crystalline aluminium oxide, we are underlining our claim to be the innovation leader for 

ceramic sanitary ware. We are working on the ceramics of the future at our own development centre 

and in cooperation with selected research partners, and we are confident that this will allow us to con-

tinue to set ourselves apart from the competition in future. 

Opportunities through addressing current trends in society 

One key opportunity in the Tableware Division involves identifying trends in society with regard to 

how people enjoy food and drink at an early stage so that we can benefit by offering a corresponding 

product range. After have established “Food Concepts” alongside our traditional tableware business in 

2017 – a new product segment catering specifically to the current current trends in food such as BBQ, 

pasta, soup, salad, coffee and tea – the associated product range was extended again in the 2018 finan-

cial year. We will be focusing on the global boom in coffee moving ahead. We also have a separate 

product segment for gift items to be given on big or small occasions. This product range includes vas-

es, decorative bowls and various glass sets. In order to further accelerate our response to market 
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trends, in 2018 we reorganised the marketing department within Tableware with the aim of imple-

menting marketing strategies for specific segments – from premium to mainstream and through to the 

mass market. 

Opportunities through growth markets 

While our activities in the saturated markets of Europe are primarily focused on expanding our market 

share, our approach in the growth regions is geared towards increasing brand awareness and hence es-

tablishing our position on the respective market. The biggest growth potential, particularly in the Bath-

room and Wellness division, still lies in our Chinese market, which is characterised by an ever larger 

middle and upper class with a propensity for consumer spending and, above all, with a strong affinity 

for brands. We have intensified the expansion of our distribution network in recent years by establish-

ing independent organisations, including local logistics platforms. Accordingly, we continued to ex-

pand our local points of sale in the 2018 financial year as well.  

Opportunities through project business 

We believe that there remains good potential for increasing the sales volume in our global project 

business in the Bathroom and Wellness Division. We have a specialist sales team and an extensive 

range of products and services that is precisely tailored to the needs of our professional partners. In or-

der to manage our international activities even more efficiently, in 2018 we created “Global Projects” 

– a new central organisational unit based in London from which we can actively reach out to top inte-

rior designers and the major hotel groups and project developers. Thanks not least to these measures, 

we increased our total revenue from project business in the Bathroom and Wellness Division by 8.0 % 

on top of an already high level in the 2018 financial year. The expansion of project business also rep-

resents an opportunity in the Tableware Division, where our sales activities are focused on cruise ships 

and care homes in addition to hotels and restaurants. 

Opportunities through license partnerships 

Granting brand licenses is another instrument we use to position the Villeroy & Boch brand outside 

our core business areas. Accordingly, license business is a way of attracting new target groups and ex-

panding our product range. For “House and Home”, our licensing partners currently offer tiles, wood-

en flooring, lighting, fittings, garden furniture, accessories and, from the start of 2019, home furnish-

ings under the Villeroy & Boch brand. 

 

Opportunities through digitalisation 

Opportunities of digitalisation for marketing 

Since 2013, we have massively expanded our structures and investments in the area of digitalisation. 

Our marketing activities are geared towards providing our customers with innovative, modern con-

cepts that meet their needs, both offline and online. Our aim is to have a presence wherever customers 

look for us and to provide them with a consistent information and shopping experience. To ensure that 

we meet the individual needs of end consumers and business partners in terms of information, inspira-

tion, entertainment, service and dialogue in full and in a targeted manner, we have significantly ex-

panded our online presence. This includes continuously improving our website, intensifying our social 

media activities, increasing the use of online marketing channels and optimising our web content for 

search engines. In this context, in recent years we have continuously optimised the content of the Vil-
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leroy & Boch website and added additional functions. Online marketing measures are also increasing-

ly being used to advertise new product ranges to the appropriate target group using state-of-the-art tar-

geting. We also pressed ahead with and improved the activation of existing customers using channels 

such as e-mail marketing. Thanks to a further, significant improvement in the technical platform for 

our online presence, new opportunities will be created in the coming financial year of 2019 to actively 

serve new and existing customers even more effectively. 

For the Tableware Division, e-commerce is a strategically important sales channel encompassing our 

own online shops as well as the sales platforms of other providers, and is also the fastest-growing sales 

channel. We expect to see above-average growth rates in online business in the years ahead, particu-

larly as we address additional e-commerce platforms more intensively. After having continued to ex-

pand the human resources capacities of the specialist departments in the previous year and created the 

necessary processes to make us fit for the future, and after further intensifying our cooperation with e-

commerce platforms, our online revenue grew by 8.3 % year-on-year in the 2018 financial year. These 

developments are to be expanded and advanced further in the years ahead. 

In the Bathroom and Wellness Division, digital services and tools play a primary role. With tools like 

our Bathroom Planner and Bathroom Inspirator and the augmented reality app, consumers can plan 

their ideal bathroom and project the selected products into a video of the allocated room using a 

smartphone or tablet PC for a lifelike 3D view. We also allow customers to plan their bathrooms in 

virtual reality, e.g. by using cardboard. In this way, the use of new technologies generates additional 

benefit for customers. Digital channels can also be used to reach both end customers and business cus-

tomers (including architects, planners and plumbers) in a targeted and efficient manner. This allows us 

to generate valuable leads with additional revenue potential that we pass on to our dealers with the 

customer's permission. Additional contact paths via digital channels were established in the year under 

review in order to provide customers with optimal support during the information and buying phase. 

Additional contact paths via digital channels were established in the year under review in order to pro-

vide customers with optimal support during the information and buying phase and to further improve 

lead processing with our dealers. 

Opportunities of digitalisation for production 

Digitalisation is opening up new opportunities and vast potential for our production sites. Our task is 

to evaluate the wide range of potential applications of digitalisation for our production sites and suc-

cessively implement them following a successful pilot phase. The current roll-out of standardised, 

consistent online IT systems and the networking of machines within the production process at our san-

itary ware factories will form the basis for further uses of digitalisation.  

We are continuing to leverage the available potential for improvement through statistical fault analysis 

and the stabilisation of process parameters. Predictive analytics are another element of the digitalisa-

tion environment. The basis for leveraging the resulting potential is provided by recording and collect-

ing all of the relevant data for a product within the manufacturing process. At sanitary ware factories, 

all products are initially identified at measurement stations using barcodes. Quality-related data for 

each product is then stored in a central analysis system. This data may relate to ceramic composition, 

material flow, or the climatic conditions, tools used and process parameters applied in the production 

systems. The aim is to connect the data recorded in order to identify the influence, critical value ranges 

and interdependencies of the process parameters in the first instance, thereby allowing predictions 

about the risk of a faulty product at the end of the production process to be made as reliably as possi-

ble in the long term. In processes controlled using defined thresholds, products are discarded at an ear-
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ly stage if the probability of failure exceeds a predefined level. This prevents unnecessary process 

costs and improves energy efficiency, particularly with regard to the energy-intensive firing process. 

We expect the successive roll-out and continuous improvement of these analysis systems at all our 

plants to result in relevant long-term improvements in earnings. 

State-of-the-art technologies are also being examined, such as the use of collaborative robots for large-

ly manual and physically demanding steps within the production process. To this end, we are working 

in close cooperation with robot manufacturers and research institutions. 

Opportunities of digitalisation for administration 

Last but not least, digitalisation is having a positive effect in terms of efficiency in our administrative 

areas. The use of uniform IT systems, the performance enhancement of these systems and the minimi-

sation of media discontinuities are making a significant contribution to continuous efficiency im-

provement. The optimisation potential lies in the Group-wide harmonisation and standardisation of re-

petitive processes across all areas of activity. In the areas of human resources, procurement and fi-

nance, our aims also include the bundled processing of business transactions at shared service centres. 

The further digitalisation of processes using new digital tools is aimed at improving the performance 

and quality of our processes while also increasing efficiency. 

Opportunities through digital transformation 

In addition to the application areas described above, and the digitalisation opportunities they entail, 

since 2018 there has been a separate organisational unit to advance the digital transformation of the 

entire company and thereby leverage the opportunities afforded by digitalisation in day-to-day work. 

This will focus, for instance, on activities to establish new digital business models within the company 

or investments in digital start-ups to tap new business areas and sales opportunities, or the develop-

ment of methods and expertise in the field of data science, such as using big data or artificial intelli-

gence in all value-added processes. Furthermore, a number of internal programmes were set up in 

2018 to support digital transformation and improve digital fitness among our employees.  

Non-operating earnings potential 

Outside of our operating business, we believe that there is earnings potential in the development and 

marketing of properties that are no longer required for operating purposes. 

We expect the development of our property in Luxembourg to continue to offer additional earnings 

potential. After the entire plant site was converted into a mixed-use commercial and residential area in 

2017, the close cooperation with the City of Luxembourg and the jointly commissioned architects and 

planners has since led to significant progress in planning.  

Activities in 2018 focused on preparing a development plan for the entire Rollingergrund site, which 

is to be developed into an attractive and energetic residential and working district with a high share of 

housing. Furthermore, above-ground demolition work is now underway at the former “Usine 1” site. 

Alongside the further progress in the development plan, initial exploratory talks were held in the re-

porting period regarding the possible sale of the development properties we still own in Rollinger-

grund. We expect this project, which has earnings potential in the high eight figures, to be wrapped up 

in the 2019 financial year. 
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5. REPORT ON EXPECTED DEVELOPMENT 

We are forecasting moderate, flatter global economic growth in 2019. Despite the uncertainty entailed 

by Brexit and structural problems in individual countries, especially Italy and France, economic de-

velopments in the euro area will largely remain on an upward trajectory. Growth prospects for the 

German economy will become somewhat dimmer, as the gradual cooldown of the world economy will 

also slow export momentum. Overseas, the consistently robust expansion of the US economy will 

wane slightly as fiscal incentives run out. Slower economic growth is also expected on our biggest 

growth market, China, owing to the risks of the trade conflict with the US and high public and private 

debt. 

We expect that European residential construction, a key indicator for business development in the 

Bathroom and Wellness Division, will experience declining growth rates across all countries in the 

forecast period. The capacity limits reached in the construction industry are likely to continue to curb 

development.  

Private consumer spending – one of the key factors for our Tableware business – is likely to experi-

ence a stable development on our European markets compared to 2018. In Germany, private consumer 

spending is expected to pick up, benefiting from the higher disposable income of private households. 

The forecasts for the development of macroeconomic and industry-specific conditions presented here 

are based on the figures published by various research institutions and our own estimates.  

Revenue, earnings and investments at the Group 

Based on a fundamentally consistently positive assessment of the market and a range of supporting 

factors, we are aiming to increase consolidated revenue by between 3 % and 5 % in the 2019 financial 

year. 

We are forecasting an improvement in our operating result (EBIT) before non-recurring property in-

come of between 3 % and 5 % in 2019. 

Our return on net operating assets is expected to reach a level of around 16 % in 2019.  

Our operating investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are forecast to 

amount to more than € 40 million in the 2019 financial year. Around 75 % of the investments will be 

made in the Bathroom and Wellness Division, with the Tableware Division accounting for a quarter. 

One focal point of our investment activity in the Bathroom and Wellness Division will be the targeted 

expansion of the technical capacities at our ceramic sanitary ware plants. As a result, we will continue 

to expand our business volume on our growth markets in the Asia-Pacific region in particular. In the 

Tableware Division, on the one hand we will increasingly focus on production at our Merzig and Tor-

gau plants in the 2019 financial year, for which we are planning to expand our cup and decoration ca-

pacity. On the other, we are investing in the expansion of our online activities in the context of the 

transformation of our Tableware business. 

The investment plan for the 2019 financial year also includes additional investments of around 

€ 5 million for “Mettlach 2.0”. This essentially involves activities in connection with the redevelop-

ment of Villeroy & Boch’s headquarters, the Alte Abtei (Old Abbey) in Mettlach, where we are creat-

ing a new brand discovery centre to attract visitors. 

The forward-looking statements contained in this management report are based on assessments made 

by the Management Board of Villeroy & Boch AG to the best of its knowledge at the preparation date 
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of the consolidated financial statements. They are subject to various risks and uncertainties as a matter 

of principle. Accordingly, actual results could deviate from expectations of future performance if any 

of the uncertainties listed in the report on risks and opportunities or other uncertainties were to occur 

or if the assumptions underlying the statements proved to be inaccurate.  

6. OTHER DISCLOSURES 

Disclosures on the acquisition of treasury shares 

Disclosures on the acquisition of treasury shares in accordance with section 160 (1) no. 2 of the Ger-

man Stock Corporation Act (AktG) can be found in note 19 of the notes to the consolidated financial 

statements.  

Takeover disclosures 

The disclosures relevant to takeovers in accordance with section 315a(1) HGB can be found in notes 

17 and 25 to the consolidated financial statements.  

Group declaration on corporate governance 

With regard to the Group declaration on corporate governance required by section 315d in conjunction 

with section 289f of the German Commercial Code (HGB), reference is made to the version printed in 

the Corporate Governance Report contained in the 2018 Annual Report, which is available online at 

www.villeroyboch-group.com/en/investor-relations/corporate-governance. 

7. REMUNERATION REPORT 

Remuneration System 

The Supervisory Board regularly examines the remuneration system for the Management Board with 

respect to the statutory requirements of the German Act on the Appropriateness of Management Board 

Remuneration and the recommendations of the German Corporate Governance Code, and makes ad-

justments when it considers this to be necessary or otherwise appropriate. The Supervisory Board also 

consults an independent remuneration consultant to the necessary extent.  

The remuneration system for the members of the Management Board is performance-oriented, with 

fixed remuneration being supplemented by a performance-based variable component. The amount of 

the variable remuneration is dependent on the extent to which the targets set out in the annual objec-

tives are met. If all of the targets are met, it constitutes at least half of the total remuneration paid. The 

variable remuneration is broken down into a short-term annual component (annual bonus) and a long-

term component with a measurement period of three years. This long-term remuneration has a higher 

weighting than the short-term component. In terms of content, variable remuneration components are 

oriented towards financial targets (return on net operating assets, earnings before interest and taxes, 

earnings before taxes) and individual targets. The target parameters for the variable remuneration 

component are preliminarily agreed upon by the Human Resources Committee of the Supervisory 

Board together with the members of the Management Board before being approved by the full Super-

visory Board; this was also the case in the 2018 financial year. In addition, a company car for private 

http://www.villeroyboch-group.com/en/investor-relations/corporate-governance
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use is offered to members of the Management Board. The existing contracts of the current members of 

the Management Board provide for defined benefit or defined contribution pension commitments. In 

the opinion of the Supervisory Board, under the advice of an independent remuneration consultant en-

gaged by the Supervisory Board, the total remuneration and the individual remuneration components 

maintain an appropriate relationship to the responsibilities and achievements of the respective Man-

agement Board members and the Company’s financial situation and do not exceed typical remunera-

tion compared to peer group companies. 

Please refer to the respective version of the declaration of conformity. In accordance with Articles of 

Association, Supervisory Board remuneration likewise consists of a fixed and a variable component. 

The variable performance-related component is measured on the basis of the dividend distributed by 

Villeroy & Boch AG. 

8. COMBINED RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT 

To the best of our knowledge, and in accordance with the applicable reporting principles, the consoli-

dated financial statements give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and prof-

it or loss of the Group, and the management report of the Group includes a fair review of the devel-

opment and performance of the business and the position of the Group, together with a description of 

the principal opportunities and risks associated with the expected development of the Group.  

Mettlach, 30 January 2019 

  

Frank Göring Nicolas Luc Villeroy 

  

Andreas Pfeiffer Dr. Markus Warncke 
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

           OF VILLEROY & BOCH AG, METTLACH,  

                FOR THE 2018 FINANCIAL YEAR 

 

General Information 

Villeroy & Boch Aktiengesellschaft, domiciled in Mettlach, Saaruferstrasse 1–3, is a listed stock cor-

poration under German law. It is the parent company of the Villeroy & Boch Group. The Villeroy & 

Boch Group is a leading international ceramic manufacturer. As a full-service provider for the bath-

room and the "perfectly laid table", our operating business is divided into two divisions: Bathroom and 

Wellness, and Tableware. Villeroy & Boch AG is listed in the Prime Standard operated by Deutsche 

Börse AG.  

In line with section 315e of the HGB (German Commercial Code), the consolidated financial state-

ments as at 31 December 2018 were prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union. The consolidated financial statements are sup-

plemented by additional explanatory notes in accordance with HGB 315e HGB. 

The financial year is the calendar year. The consolidated financial statements were prepared in euro. 

Unless stated otherwise, all amounts are disclosed in millions of euro (€ million). 

The annual financial statements of Villeroy & Boch AG and the consolidated financial statements of 

Villeroy & Boch Aktiengesellschaft have been published in the Bundesanzeiger (Federal Gazette). 

The Management Board of Villeroy & Boch AG approved the consolidated financial statements for 

submission to the Supervisory Board on 30 January 2019. The Supervisory Board is responsible for 

examining the consolidated financial statements and declaring whether it approves the consolidated 

financial statements. 

The following section describes the main IFRS accounting policies as adopted by the Villeroy & Boch 

Group in accordance with the relevant provisions. 

 

1. Accounting policies 

Modifications due to the adoption of accounting principles 

With the exception of the IFRS regulations requiring mandatory application for the first time in the fi-

nancial year, the accounting policies applied are essentially the same as those applied in the previous 

year.  

First-time application of IFRS 9 

As at 1 January 2018, the financial instruments of the Villeroy & Boch Group were assigned to new 

measurement categories in accordance with IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” and their measurement 

was adjusted in line with the new requirements (see note 53). The application of the new reporting and 

measurement regulations did not result in any significant changes. In future, the change in credit risk 
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will be taken into account by using external insurance ratings to determine the impairment of financial 

assets. As at the time of transition, write-downs on trade receivables amounted to € -3.1 million apply-

ing the new method (see note 12). The Villeroy & Boch Group recognised an impairment loss of  

€ -3.1 million in accordance with IAS 39 as at 31 December 2017.  

First-time application of IFRS 15 

The Villeroy & Boch Group applied IFRS 15 “Revenue from Contracts with Customers” for the first 

time as at 1 January 2018 using the modified retrospective transition method. In accordance with the 

relevant provisions, the comparative information shown for the previous year 2017 was not restated. 

First-time application did not result in any significant changes in the timing or amount of revenue 

recognition for revenue generated from the sale of goods. In addition, Villeroy & Boch recognises in-

come from licences to use our brands awarded to third parties, which is recognised in line with the li-

censed products sold. This license income was reclassified from other operating income to revenue as 

part of the first-time application of IFRS 15. In the 2018 financial year, the group recognised income 

from licences of  € 6.1 million (previous year: € 5.9 million; see note 36). 

A separate item for contract assets was added to the balance sheet item “Other current assets” (see 

note 13). A contract asset is the company’s claim to consideration for the services transferred to the 

customer, provided that the claim is conditional and thus not exclusively linked to the passage of time. 

In the Villeroy & Boch Group, licence agreements are deemed contract assets that grant third parties 

the right to use the Group’s brands or rights for their own products. Until 31 December 2017, licence 

income was recognised on an accrual basis under “Miscellaneous other assets”; since the start of the 

year it has been recognised as a separate item under the balance sheet item “Other current assets” (see 

note 13). 

Contract liabilities are recognised as liabilities in accordance with IFRS 15. A contract liability com-

prises the company’s obligation to provide performance for which the customer has paid advance con-

sideration. It is therefore equivalent to the existing liability item “Advance payments” (see note 30). 

Other than the reclassifications described, no other transition effects were identified that would have 

led to recognition in retained earnings on first-time application as at 1 January 2018. 

The other changes to the IFRS regulations effective for the first time in the 2018 financial year had no 

material effect on the accounting policies of the Villeroy & Boch Group. 

Information on developments within the IFRS Framework can be found in note 62. 

Intangible assets 

Acquired intangible assets are capitalised at the cost necessary to bring the asset to its working condi-

tion. Internally generated intangible assets are only capitalised in the year of their creation if they meet 

the requirements of IAS 38. Initial measurement is at cost including attributable overheads.  

Items with a limited useful life are reduced by straight-line amortisation over their useful life. Amorti-

sation only begins when the assets are placed in service. Useful lives are generally between three and 

six years. Amortisation is essentially included in general and administrative expenses. 

Assets with an indefinite useful life, such as goodwill, are only written down if there is evidence of 

impairment. To determine whether this is the case, the historical cost is compared with the recoverable 

amount. The recoverable amount is defined as the higher of the net selling price and the value in use of 

the respective asset. The net selling price represents the proceeds that could be generated in an arm’s 
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length transaction after deduction of all disposal costs incurred. The value in use is calculated by dis-

counting the (net) cash flows attributable to the asset using the discounted cash flow method, applying 

an appropriate long-term interest rate before income taxes. Rates of revenue and earnings growth are 

taken into consideration in the underlying calculations. The cash flows recognised are usually derived 

from current medium-term planning, with payments in the years beyond the planning horizon derived 

from the situation in the final year of the planning period. Planning premises are based on current in-

formation. Reasonable assumptions on macroeconomic trends and historical developments are also 

taken into account. 

Any impairment losses identified are recognised in profit or loss. If the reason for the recognition of 

an impairment loss ceases to exist in a future period, the impairment loss is reversed accordingly. The 

reversal of impairment losses on capitalised goodwill is prohibited. 

Annual impairment testing for capitalised goodwill is performed at divisional level. 

Property, plant and equipment 

Property, plant and equipment are carried at cost less depreciation in accordance with the useful life. 

Cost includes all net costs necessary to bring the asset to its working condition. Cost is determined on 

the basis of the directly attributable costs of the asset plus the pro rata materials and manufacturing 

overheads. Maintenance and repair costs for property, plant and equipment are recognised in profit or 

loss. 

If an asset consists of several components with significantly different useful lives, the individual ele-

ments are depreciated in accordance with their individual service potential. 

Property, plant and equipment are depreciated on a straight-line basis over their useful life. 

The following useful lives are applied, unchanged from the previous year, throughout the Group: 

 

The estimated useful lives are reviewed regularly. In the course of this year´s review, the useful life of 

kilns/drying plants was increased from 5 to 10 years and the useful life of shaping machines from 5 to 

8 years, with a total earrings effect of € 2.7 million.  

In addition to ordinary depreciation, impairment losses are recognised on property, plant and equip-

ment if the value in use or the net realisable value of the respective asset concerned has fallen below 

the depreciated cost. If the reasons for the recognition of an impairment loss cease to exist in a future 

period, the impairment loss is reversed accordingly.  

Property, plant and equipment under construction are carried at cost. Finance costs that arise directly 

during the creation of a qualifying asset are capitalised. Depreciation on assets under construction only 

begins when the assets are completed and used in operations. 
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Leases 

If assets are leased and the lessor bears substantially risks and rewards incident to ownership (operat-

ing lease), the lease instalments or rental expenses are recognised using the straight line method over 

the term of the agreement as expenses in the statement of comprehensive income. 

If beneficial ownership remains with the Villeroy & Boch Group (finance lease), the leased asset is 

capitalised at its fair value or the lower present value of the lease instalments. Depreciation is allocated 

over the respective useful life of the asset or, if shorter, the term of the lease agreement. A liability is 

recognised for the discounted corresponding payment obligations arising from future lease instal-

ments. 

The first-time application of IFRS 16 “Leases” as at January 1st, 2019, essentially changes the ac-

counting treatment of leased assets. A summary is provided in note 62. 

Government grants 

Grants are recognised only when the Group has satisfied the associated conditions with reasonable as-

surance and the grants have been provided. Grants and subsidies received for the acquisition or con-

struction of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets reduce their cost insofar as they can be 

allocated to the individual assets; otherwise, they are recognised as deferred income and subsequently 

reversed depending on the degree of fulfilment. 

Investment property 

Land and buildings held to earn regular rental income (investment property) are reported separately 

from assets used in operations. Mixed-use property is classified proportionately as a financial invest-

ment if the leased portion of the building could be sold separately. If this criterion is not met, the entire 

property is classified as investment property if the owner-occupied portion is insignificant. Investment 

property is carried at amortised cost. Depreciation is performed in the same way as for property, plant 

and equipment used in operations. Market values are calculated by independent experts and by in-

house staff. The experts contracted typically calculate market values using the gross rental method. In 

these cases, the market value is also calculated using the asset value method as a control. The basis for 

the internal determination of market values are mainly the official comparative prices from the land 

value maps of expert committees, supplemented by property-specific fair values for the respective 

structures. 

Investments accounted for using the equity method 

An associate is a company over which the Villeroy & Boch Group has significant influence. The Vil-

leroy & Boch Group has significant influence when it has the opportunity to participate in the finan-

cial and operating policy decisions of the investee without control or joint management. Investments 

in associates are accounted for using the equity method, under which the cost at the acquisition date is 

adjusted to reflect the proportionate future results of the respective associate. Changes in equity are 

reported in the operating result in the statement of comprehensive income. 
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Financial instruments 

Financial instruments arise from contracts which lead to a financial asset or financial liability or an 

equity instrument. They are recognised in the statement of financial position as soon as the Villeroy & 

Boch Group concludes a contract to this effect. In accordance with IFRS 9, based on the characteris-

tics of the contractual cash flows and the nature of the respective business model, each financial in-

strument is allocated to one of four measurement categories in accordance with the classification de-

scribed in note 53 and, depending on the category chosen, measured either at amortised cost or fair 

value. Financial instruments are derecognised when the claim for settlement expires. 

Inventories 

Inventories are carried at the lower of cost or net realisable value. The cost of inventories includes the 

directly allocable direct costs (e.g. material and labour costs allocable to construction) and overheads 

incurred in the production process. Measurement is performed using the standard cost method. For the 

majority of raw materials, supplies and merchandise, cost is determined using the moving average 

method and contains all expenses incurred in order to bring such inventory items to their present loca-

tion and condition. Value allowances are recognised to an appropriate extent for inventory risks aris-

ing from the storage period and/or impaired realisability. Net realisable value is defined as the pro-

ceeds that are expected to be realised less any costs incurred prior to the sale. In the event of an in-

crease in the net realisable value of inventories written down in prior periods, write-downs are re-

versed in profit or loss as a reduction of the cost of goods sold in the statement of comprehensive in-

come. 

Receivables 

On recognition, trade receivables and other current receivables are carried at their transaction price 

less expected losses over the agreed payment period. An additional impairment loss is recognised if 

there are objective indications that a receivable may be defaulted on. The loss allowances to be recog-

nised are calculated in the amount of the expected losses over the total remaining term. 

Non-current receivables are initially measured at cost using the effective interest method. A provision 

is recognised for the potential risk of default that could arise within the next 12 months. If the credit 

risk increases significantly during the term of the contract, the impairment loss is increased by the 

amount of a possible default over the total remaining term. Examples of indications include a deterio-

ration in the rating or becoming past due by more than 90 days. The impairment loss is increased if 

there are further objective indications that a receivable may be defaulted on, such as filing for insol-

vency.  

Impairment is used to adequately reflect the default risk, while actual cases of default result in the de-

recognition of the respective asset. 

In the previous year, receivable was recognised at cost by using IAS 39 “Financial instruments: recog-

nition and measurement”. An impairment loss was recorded as soon as the carrying amount of the re-

ceivable exceeded the fair value of the future cash income. As of December 31st, 2017, the Group rec-

ognized a write-down of € 3.1 million. After the conversion to IFRS 9 “Financial instruments” on Jan-

uary 1St, 2018, we disclosed del credere of € 3.1 million. The implementation of IFRS 9 had no signif-

icant effect on this balance sheet item. 
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Cash and cash equivalents 

Cash and short-term investments (cash equivalents) are defined as cash on hand, demand deposits and 

time deposits with an original term of up to three months. Cash is carried at its amortised cost under 

IFRS 9 (previous year: nominal amount in accordance to IAS 39). In the case of cash equivalents, in-

terest income is recognised in profit or loss on a pro rata basis. 

Pension obligations 

Provisions equal to the defined benefit obligations (DBO) already earned are recognised for obliga-

tions under defined benefit pension plans. The expected future increase in salaries and pensions are 

also taken into account. If pension obligations are covered in full or in part by fund assets, the market 

value of these assets is offset against the DBO if these assets are classified as trust assets and adminis-

tered by third parties. Actuarial gains and losses, such as those arising from the change in the discount-

ing factor or assumed mortality rates, are recognised in the revaluation surplus. Of the annual pension 

costs, the service cost is reported in staff costs and the interest cost in net other finance costs.  

Provisions are not recognised for defined contribution plans as the payments made are recognised in 

staff costs in the period in which the employees perform the services granting entitlement to the re-

spective contributions.  

Other provisions 

Provisions are recognised for legal or constructive obligations to third parties arising from past events 

where an outflow of resources is likely to be required to settle the obligation and the amount of this 

outflow can be reliably estimated. Provisions are carried at the future settlement amount based on a 

best estimate. Provisions are discounted as necessary. 

Liabilities 

Financial liabilities and other liabilities are recognised at fair value and subsequent at its amortised 

cost.  

In the previous year, the non-current liabilities were accounted  at fair value and in the case of current 

liabilities at the repayment amount, both in accordance with IAS 39.  

Contingent liabilities 

Contingent liabilities are possible obligations, predominantly arising from guarantees, which were es-

tablished in the past but whose actual existence is dependent on the occurrence of a future event and 

where recourse is not likely as at the end of the reporting period. Contingent liabilities are not recog-

nised in the statement of financial position. 

Revenue recognition 

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when the related performance obligation has been ful-

filled by transferring the goods to the customer. Goods are deemed to have been transferred when the 
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customer gains control of them. For wholesale transactions, the time at which this occurs must be as-

sessed based on the individually agreed terms of delivery. For consignment or consignment agency 

models, revenue is recognised at the time of resale to the end customer. In the Group’s retail outlets, 

revenue is recognised immediately at the time of the transaction when the goods are paid for, whereas 

– in the Group’s online shop – revenue is recognised when goods are delivered to customers.  

Regarding the key terms of payment, the Group grants commercial customers terms of payment spe-

cific to their country and industry, though these do not usually exceed 90 days. Similarly, the agree-

ment of advance and down payments is not uncommon for individual customer groups. The underly-

ing contracts do not include significant financing components in either scenario.  

The amount of revenue to be recognised is determined by the transaction price, i.e. the amount of con-

sideration that Villeroy & Boch is expected to receive in exchange for the transfer of goods – less 

trade discounts, rebates, and customer bonuses. Unlike trade discounts and rebates, bonuses are not 

granted on invoices – rather, they are subsequent, performance-based repayments made to customers. 

As soon as it is assumed that the customer has satisfied the agreed terms for granting bonuses, this 

amount is deferred as a revenue deduction by way of a corresponding liability. Projections for custom-

ers bonuses deferred over a year are prepared on the basis of data specific to the customer and country 

(the most likely amount method). Estimates of variable consideration are not limited as the uncertainty 

regarding the amounts to be included is only temporary because projections are constantly updated.  

Furthermore, Villeroy & Boch also generates revenue from licensing its brand rights to third parties. 

The underlying performance obligation is fulfilled by the licensee during the term of the contract by 

way of production under the label of the Villeroy & Boch Group. The resulting sales-based licence in-

come is recognised on an accrual basis in accordance with the terms of the licence agreement. 

In the previous year, the Villeroy & Boch Group recognized revenue from the sale of goods, the ren-

dering of services and the rental of assets to third parties against to yielding payments under IAS 18 

"Revenue". These proceeds were measured at the fair value of the consideration received or to be re-

ceived and reduced by discounts or other deductions. They were recognized as soon as the services 

owed or rendered were rendered and the significant risks and rewards of ownership passed to the cus-

tomer. As a result of the first-time application of IFRS 15 "Revenue from contracts with customers" as 

at January 1st, 2018, there were no material changes in the timing or amount of revenue recognition for 

revenue from the sale of goods.  

The new IFRS 15 "Revenue from Contracts with Customers" also defines income from licences as a 

component of revenue. In the previous year, such earnings were still included in other operating in-

come. 

Other revenue recognition 

Dividend income is recognised when a legal claim to payment arises. Interest income is deferred on 

the basis of the nominal amount and the effective interest method. Rental income from investment 

property is recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the relevant lease. Revenue from inter-

company transactions is only realised when the assets ultimately leave the Group. Operating expenses 

are recognised in profit or loss as incurred economically. Rental cost from operating lease is recog-

nised on a straight-line basis over the term of the relevant lease contract. 
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Research and development costs 

Research costs arise as a result of original and planned investigation undertaken in order to gain new 

scientific or technical knowledge or understanding. In accordance with IAS 38, they are expensed as 

incurred. Development costs are expenses for the technical and commercial implementation of exist-

ing theoretical knowledge. Development ends with the start of commercial production or utilisation. 

Costs incurred during development are capitalised if the conditions for recognition as an intangible as-

set are met. Due to the risks existing until market launch, the majority of these conditions are regularly 

not met in full. 

Taxes 

Income tax expense represents the total of current and deferred taxes. Current and deferred taxes are 

recognised in income unless they are associated with items taken directly to equity. In these cases, the 

corresponding taxes are also recognised directly in equity. 

Current tax expense is determined on the basis of the taxable income for the financial year. Taxable 

income differs from the result for the year reported in the statement of comprehensive income, as it 

excludes those income and expense items that are only taxable or tax-deductible in prior/subsequent 

periods or not at all. The current tax liabilities of the Villeroy & Boch Group are recognised on the ba-

sis of the applicable tax rates. Deferred taxes are calculated in the individual countries on the basis of 

the expected tax rates at the realisation date. These comply with the legislation in force or substantially 

enacted as at the end of the reporting period. 
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Summary of selected valuation methods 

 

Management estimates and assumptions 

In preparing the consolidated financial statements, assumptions and estimates are required to a certain 

extent that affect the reporting and the amount of the recognised assets, liabilities, income, expenses 

and contingent liabilities. These can affect, for example, the possibility of control in determining the 

basis of consolidation, impairment testing for the assets recognised in the statement of financial posi-

tion, the Group-wide determination of economic lives, the timing of the settlement of receivables, as-

sessments of the risk of default and the expected loss given default, the evaluation of the utilisation of 

tax loss carryforwards and the recognition of provisions, among other things. 

The main sources of estimate uncertainty are future measurement factors such as interest rates, as-

sumptions of future financial performance and assumptions on the risk situation and interest rate de-

velopment. The underlying assumptions and estimates are based on the information available when 

these consolidated financial statements were prepared. At the end of the year under review, there were 
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no assumptions concerning the future or other major sources of estimation uncertainty at the end of the 

reporting period with a significant risk of requiring a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of 

assets and liabilities within the next financial year. In individual cases, actual values may deviate from 

the projected amounts. Changes are recognised as soon as better information becomes available. The 

carrying amounts of the affected items are presented separately in the respective notes. 

 

2. Basis of consolidation 

In addition to Villeroy & Boch AG, the consolidated financial statements include all 13 (previous 

year: 13) German and 43 (previous year: 41) foreign subsidiaries that Villeroy & Boch AG – directly 

or indirectly – controls and has included in consolidation. The change in the basis of consolidation of 

the Villeroy & Boch Group was as follows: 

 

a) Addition due to business acquisition: 

Villeroy & Boch AG acquired 45.36 % of shares in Argent Australia Pty. Ltd., Brisbane, Australia, in 

the previous year. The company mainly sells and distributes bathroom and kitchen fittings to Australi-

an specialist retailers and project customers. By quickly exercising options, the Villeroy & Boch 

Group could acquire a simple majority of votes that, according to the Articles of Association and the 

Shareholders’ Agreement, would be sufficient to determine key business activities unilaterally. For 

this reason, Argent Australia Pty. Ltd. was included in the consolidated financial statements from June 

23rd, 2017. The key figures for the current financial year can be found in note 22. 

(b) Addition due to formation: 

V & B South Africa Pty. Ltd., Cape Town, South Africa, was formed on 4 July 2018, and a second 

company in France was formed on 20 November 2018. Both companies are assigned to the Bathroom 

and Wellness Division.  
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Other disclosures 

The primary purposes and registered offices of the individual companies of the Villeroy & Boch 

Group are as follows: 

 

Property and operator companies for restaurants in the Villeroy & Boch Group are shown in the “Oth-

er business purposes” category. Some companies, such as Villeroy & Boch AG, operate in both divi-

sions. Multiple entries are eliminated in the “Reconciliation” line.  

Details of the subsidiaries not wholly owned in which the Villeroy & Boch Group holds significant 

non-controlling interests can be found in note 22. Further information on the structure of the Villeroy 

& Boch Group can be found under “Business model of the Group” in the management report. 

The list of shareholdings in accordance with section 313(2) HGB is shown in note 61. 

The Villeroy & Boch Group uses the following national options as regards the audit and disclosure of 

annual financial statement documents: 

The Villeroy & Boch Group is exercising the exemption from the preparation, audit and disclosure of 

separate financial statements and possibly a separate management report provided for by section 

264(3) HGB for nearly all German subsidiaries in the 2015 financial year. The formal requirements 

have been satisfied by the respective Group company and by Villeroy & Boch AG. The companies in 

question are indicated accordingly in the list of shareholdings (see note 61). The consolidated financial 

statements of Villeroy & Boch AG are the exempting consolidated financial statements for these com-

panies.  

An audit by an external auditor was waived in accordance with section 479A UK of the 2006 UK 

Companies Act for Villeroy & Boch (U.K.) Limited, London, entered in the commercial register of 

England and Wales under 00339567. 

The two Dutch companies Ucosan B.V., Roden, und Villeroy & Boch Tableware B.V., Oosterhout, 

exercise the options relating to the preparation, publication and auditing of annual financial statements 

in accordance with Part 9, section 403(1b), Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code. The accounting data of 

both companies, as consolidated subsidiaries, are included in the consolidated financial statements of 

Villeroy & Boch AG, which have been filed with the Dutch commercial register. 

In accordance with section 314 of the Luxembourg Commercial Code, no consolidated financial 

statements or Group management report are prepared for Villeroy & Boch S.à r.l., Faiencerie de 

Septfontaines-lez-Luxembourg. The accounting data of the company is included as a consolidated 

subsidiary in the consolidated financial statements of Villeroy & Boch AG, which have been filed 

with the Luxembourg commercial and companies register. 
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3. Consolidation principles 

The annual financial statements of the companies included in the Villeroy & Boch Group’s consoli-

dated financial statements are prepared in accordance with uniform Group accounting principles and 

included in the consolidation. The end of the reporting period for the consolidated companies is the 

same as for Villeroy & Boch AG as the ultimate parent company. The consolidated financial state-

ments include the transactions of those companies that are considered subsidiaries and associated 

companies to the Villeroy & Boch AG at the reporting date.  

Subsidiaries are those companies in which the Villeroy & Boch AG can determine the relevant busi-

ness activities unilaterally – either directly or indirectly. The relevant business activities include all ac-

tivities that have an essential influence on the profitability of the company. Domination is given only 

if the Villeroy & Boch AG can control the relevant activities of the subsidiary company, has a legal 

claim to variable returns on investment in the subsidiary company and can influence the amounts of 

dividends. In general, domination within the Villeroy & Boch Group is given when the Villeroy & 

Boch AG holds a direct or indirect majority of the voting rights. Potential voting rights are also taken 

into consideration. Consolidation begins on the date on which control becomes possible and ends 

when this possibility no longer exists. 

As part of capital consolidation, the acquisition costs of the subsidiaries at the acquisition date are off-

set against the remeasured equity interest attributable to them with any resulting differences recog-

nised as goodwill. Differences resulting from increasing the ownership interest in subsidiaries that are 

already consolidated are offset directly against retained earnings (see note 1 – Accounting policies: In-

tangible Assets). Any hidden reserves and liabilities identified as a result are carried at amortised cost 

in subsequent consolidation in the same way as the corresponding assets and liabilities. 

Non-controlling interests in the acquired company are measured in the amount of the corresponding 

share of the identifiable net assets of the acquired company. They are reported in equity under non-

controlling interests in the consolidated statement of financial position of Villeroy & Boch AG (see 

note 22). Transactions with non-controlling interests that do not result in a loss of control are recog-

nised in equity as an equity transaction. 

With respect to the elimination of intercompany balances, the reconciled receivables and liabilities of 

the companies included in consolidation are offset against each other. Revenue, income and expenses 

between the consolidated companies are eliminated, as are intercompany profits and losses from non-

current assets and inventories. The results of subsidiaries acquired or sold in the course of the year are 

included in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income from the actual acquisition date or 

until the actual disposal date. 

If any differences in tax expenses are expected to reverse in later financial years, deferred taxes are 

recognised for consolidation measures in profit or loss. 

When including an associated company in consolidation for the first time, the differences arising from 

initial consolidation are treated in accordance with the principles of full consolidation. Intercompany 

profits and losses for such companies were insignificant in the years under review. 

In this financial year, the composition of the consolidated entity was examined regularly. The Villeroy 

& Boch AG dominates all subsidiaries up to this date. The consolidation principles applied in the pre-

vious year were retained.  
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4. Currency translation 

On the basis of the single-entity financial statements, all transactions denominated in foreign curren-

cies are recognised at the prevailing exchange rate at the date of their occurrence. They are measured 

at the closing rate as at the end of the respective reporting period. The single-entity statements of fi-

nancial position of consolidated companies prepared in foreign currencies are translated into euro in 

accordance with the functional currency concept. For all foreign Group companies, the functional cur-

rency is the respective national currency, as these companies perform their business activities inde-

pendently from a financial, economic and organisational perspective. For practical reasons, assets and 

liabilities are translated at the middle rate at the end of the reporting period, while all statement of 

comprehensive income items are translated using average monthly rates. Differences resulting from 

the translation of the financial statements of foreign subsidiaries are recognised outside profit or loss 

(see note 21(a)). Currency effects arising from net investments in foreign Group companies are also 

reported in the revaluation surplus (see note 21(b)). They continue to be reported in this item of the 

statement of financial position even in the event of a partial repayment of the net investment. When 

consolidated companies leave the consolidated group, any exchange rate differences previously not 

affecting the net income are reversed to profit or loss. 

The euro exchange rates of key currencies changed as follows during the past financial year: 
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Notes to the Consolidated Statement of Financial Position 

  

5. Intangible assets 

Intangible assets developed as follows: 

 

The asset group “Concessions, patents, licences and similar rights” essentially includes key money 

capitalised by subsidiaries for rented retail space worth € 2.6 million (previous year: € 2.8 million), 

capitalised software licences in the amount of € 1.6 million (previous year: € 1.8 million) and emission 

allowances of € 3.1 million (previous year: € 1.0 million). 

Goodwill in the amount of € 31.5 million (previous year: € 31.7 million) was allocated to the Bath-

room and Wellness Division as the relevant cash-generating unit. The key figures for the Bathroom 

and Wellness Division are presented in the segment report in note 52. 

Capitalised goodwill was tested for impairment. To do so, the present value of future excess cash 

flows from this division was determined in line with planning. The forecast cash flows until 2022 
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were discounted using an interest rate before income tax of 6.9 % p.a. (previous year: 6.4 % p.a.), 

while subsequent cash flows were discounted using an interest rate before income tax of 6.2 % p.a. 

(previous year: 5.8 % p.a.). The present value calculated in this way was greater than the net assets 

of the division, so that no impairment loss was required to be recognised on this item. 

6. Property, plant and equipment 

Property, plant and equipment used in operations developed as follows in the year under review:  
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We acquired property, plant and equipment worth € 40.3 million (previous year: € 34.8 million). At 

€ 30.8 million (previous year: € 24.1 million), our investments primarily concentrated on the Bath-

room and Wellness Division. We mainly invested in the modernisation of our production. The focus 

was on sanitary ware production, mainly in Mettlach (Germany), Saraburi (Thailand), Ramos (Mexi-

co) and Lugoj (Romania). Furthermore, work began to build a painting facility for bathroom furniture 

in Mondsee (Austria). In addition, moulds were acquired for new wellness products in Roden (Nether-

lands) and a new turning lathe was purchased in Vargarda (Sweden). 

We invested € 4.0 million (previous year: € 4.6 million) in the Tableware Division. New machinery 

and tools valued at € 2.2 million (previous year: € 2.0 million) were acquired for production in our 

Merzig and Torgau plants. Moreover, we invested in the further optimisation of our retail network, for 

example renovating and opening stores in Germany, Spain, France and the UK. 

Property, plant and equipment amounting to € 5.5 million (previous year: € 6.1 million) was acquired 

for central functions. We invested € 1.5 million (previous year: € 4.1 million) of this in total in the re-

development of our headquarters in Mettlach.  

Facilities worth € 21.7 million were completed and integrated into operational value added in the re-

porting period (previous year: € 7.7 million). € 14.6 million related to Germany, where – among other 

things – a new office complex was opened at head office (€ 5.9 million), the modernisation of the 

Losheim logistics centre was completed (€ 2.2 million) and new die casting systems went into opera-

tion (€ 3.0 million). The production site in Hungary uses new facilities worth € 2.4 million. A majority 

was accounted for by new glazing robots and a new water treatment facility. In the previous year, new 

facilities were used for the first time mainly in Germany (€ 3.3 million) and Romania (€ 1.4 million). 

The disposals in the financial year of € 20.2 million (previous year: € 19.7 million) and the cumulative 

depreciation of € 19.7 million (previous year: € 18.9 million) result predominantly from the scrapping 

of assets already written down in full that can no longer be used. 

“Other equipment, operating and office equipment” includes leased assets worth € 0.4 million (previ-

ous year: € 0.4 million). Payment obligations from future lease instalments are recognised as a liabil-

ity, though the future interest expense is not taken into account (see note 28). Apart from these finance 

leases, the Group had only leases that qualify as operating leases according to their economic sub-

stance. 

Operating leases  

In the 2018 financial year, rental expenses under operating leases amounted to € 32.8 million (previ-

ous year: € 34.2 million). In Japan and Hong Kong, leases were terminated prematurely when the 

agreement was transferred to a distributor. This reduced lease expenses by € 0.9 million. The Group 

leases sales premises, warehouses, office space and other facilities and movable assets. The leases 

have basic terms of between six months and 30 years. No purchase options have been agreed. Most of 

the agreements are implicitly renewed at the existing terms and conditions. 

Income of € 0.5 million was generated from subletting unused properties with current leases (previous 

year: € 0.6 million). Any ancillary costs and other obligations are borne by the sublessees. The sub-

leases end before or at the expiry date of the Group’s lease on the respective property. 
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The Group’s lease obligations are due as follows: 

 

 

7. Investment property 

Investment property developed as follows: 

 

This item includes property in the Saarland and France. 

The properties in Luxembourg with a carrying amount of € 0.8 million were classified as non-current 

assets held for sale and reclassified to the corresponding item of the statement of financial position in 

the reporting year (see note 16). In the previous year, three smaller plots of properties were sold in 

Lübeck-Dänischburg. 

In line with the classification described above, the total market value of the properties reported in this 

item was € 13.1 million as at 31 December 2018 (previous year: € 42.2 million). These market values 

are categorised in level 3 of the fair value hierarchy of IFRS 13. 
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The Group generated the following amounts from its investment property:  

 

Rent is expected to develop as follows:  

 

Future rents rise in line with the trend in the consumer price index. The tenants usually bear all 

maintenance expenses. 

8. Investments accounted for using the equity method 

As in the previous year, the Villeroy & Boch Group accounts for two companies using the equity 

method in accordance with IAS 28.  

V&B Lifestyle India Private Limited, Gurgaon, India, markets Tableware products in India. Equity 

was increased in the 2018 financial year. A further unlisted company domiciled in Germany, to which 

section 313(3) HGB applies, is not allocated to a business unit. 

The carrying amounts of the investments developed as follows in the period under review: 

 

The Villeroy & Boch Group holds 50 % of the voting rights in each company. There were no joint ar-

rangements within the meaning of IFRS 11 at the reporting date. 

9. Other financial assets 

Other financial assets include: 

 

(a) A 2.29 % holding in the share capital of V&B Fliesen GmbH, Merzig, with a carrying amount of 

€ 2.1 million (previous year: € 2.1 million) is reported under equity investments. 

(b) In connection with the gradual sale of the plant property in Gustavsberg, Sweden, a loan receivable 

was granted to Porslinsfabriksstaden AB, Gustavsberg, Sweden, a company of the IKANO Bostad 

Group, in 2013. The loan, which is denominated in Swedish krona, has an equivalent value of € 2.1 
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million (previous year: € 2.1 million) and a remaining term of three years. A repayment of € 2.4 mil-

lion was made in December 2017. Further repayments are made every two years. A bank guarantee 

from Svenska Handelsbanken AB (publ), Stockholm, Sweden, and transferred ownership rights to ma-

terial assets serve as collateral for the loan.  

In addition, loans to third parties essentially include mandatory government loans from France. 

Loans to third parties mature as follows: 

 

(c) Listed bonds, equities and investment funds are recognised as securities at their current market val-

ue, not affecting net income. Changes in value are recognised in equity in the revaluation surplus (see 

note 21(f)) and reclassified to retained earnings (in previous year: reclassified to net income) on dis-

posal of the respective security. The investments break down as follows: 

 

On the occasion of the 100-year anniversary of the Mettlach mosaic factory on 17 January 1970, the 

ordinary shareholders provided a fund intended to pay for the professional education and training of 

employees of the Villeroy & Boch Group and their families, the promotion of research and science 

and for the Investor Relations and Corporate Governance of the Villeroy & Boch Group. The capital is 

invested to achieve an optimal return.  

These items are assigned to level 1 in the fair value hierarchy of IFRS 13. 

10. Deferred tax assets and liabilities 

The following deferred taxes are reported in the statement of financial position: 
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Deferred taxes from temporary differences are due to different carrying amounts in the consolidated 

statement of financial position and the tax base in the following items: 

 

The € 1.8 million change in deferred tax assets from temporary differences to € 23.0 million (previous 

year: € 24.8 million) is attributable to the increase in deferred taxes on provisions for pensions (see 

note 26), as well as the increased offsetting against deferred tax liabilities. 

Deferred tax assets from tax loss carryforwards amounted to € 13.5 million (previous year: € 12.5 mil-

lion) and related to loss carryforwards at foreign Group companies.  

The loss carryforwards are subject to restrictions on offsetting. As such, no deferred tax assets are rec-

ognised for loss carryforwards whose utilisation due to future taxable income is not probable. As a re-

sult, deferred taxes of € 13.0 million were not capitalised in light of the non-final utilisation of loss 

carryforwards. Loss carryforwards of € 87.8 million (previous year: € 79.3 million) are subject to re-

strictions on offsetting (periods of between 5 and 20 years). 

Based on impairment testing for the period from 2019 to 2023, deferred tax assets from tax loss car-

ryforwards were written down in the amount of € 16.7 million (previous year: € 16.4 million).  

11. Inventories 

Inventories were composed as follows as at the end of the reporting period: 
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Inventories were broken down between the individual divisions as follows: 

 

The significant increase in inventories in the Bathroom and Wellness Division, by € 8.6 million to 

€ 105.0 million, relates mainly to efforts to safeguard long-term delivery capability primarily in the 

Asian region, and to an increase in raw materials to maintain consistently good quality of the quantity 

required for the production process. 

A valuation allowance of € 17.5 million was recognized for inventory risks arising from the storage 

period or reduced usability. In the financial year, the write-downs on inventories increased by 

€ 2.1 million (previous year: € -0.7 million). 

12. Trade receivables 

Following the introduction of IFRS 9, trade receivables have been carried at their transaction price less 

expected losses over the agreed payment period on first-time recognition since 1 January 2018. Vil-

leroy & Boch grants its customers country- and industry-specific payment terms. The geographical al-

location of these receivables by customer domicile was as follows: 

 

€ 99.3 million (previous year: € 89.8 million) relate to the Bathroom and Wellness Division and 

€ 38.1 million (previous year: € 37.4 million) to the Tableware Division. 

Impairment losses are recognised using a new two-stage approach as the individual receivables are 

mainly short-term and therefore do not contain significant financing components. The risk of default 

on unimpaired receivables is essentially covered by insurance. 

In the first stage, the loss expected by the agreed payment date is recognised as an impairment loss. 

Uninsured receivables are managed by using limits based on insurance classification and an internal 

rating. Expected losses are calculated primarily on the basis of external and internal customer ratings 

and the associated historic probabilities of default. 

An additional impairment loss is recognised if there are objective indications that a customer may de-

fault on a receivable (stage 2). The loss allowances to be recognised are calculated in the amount of 
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the expected losses over the total remaining term. The following matrix is used to determine the ex-

pected credit losses. This is based on observed past loss rates, supplemented by future-oriented esti-

mates. 

The receivables were composed as follows: 

 

With respect to receivables that are neither impaired nor past due, there was no evidence of potential 

default as at the end of the reporting period. The Villeroy & Boch Group has received a cover note 

from a trade credit insurer or recoverable collateral for receivables that are past due but not impaired. 

All other receivables were impaired in the first stage, even if not yet past due. These receivables rose 

by € 4.0 million from € 9.0 million to € 13.0 million in the reporting year. This increase is essentially 

due to deliveries to selected customers, even though the maximum coverage agreed with the insurer 

was exceeded as a result. Furthermore, a flat-rate write-down was recognised on the uninsured share 

for general risk provisioning. If there were objective indications of a possible default, in the second 

stage an additional impairment loss was recognised and the receivable was reported as impaired and 

past due.  

Impairment developed as follows in the two stages: 

 

There are no significant concentrations of default risks within the Group as such risks are distributed 

across a large number of customers. The transition to the new accounting regulations described above 

did not affect profit or loss.  
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13. Other non-current and current assets 

Other assets are composed as follows:  

 

As at the end of the reporting period, the Group's hedging instruments comprised currency futures  

(€ 3.2 million; previous year: € 3.4 million) and brass swaps (€ 0.0 million; previous year: € 1.1 mil-

lion). 

Capitalised security deposits in the amount of € 1.9 million (previous year: € 2.0 million) were provid-

ed to the respective lessors in cash. The fair value of these deposits is equal to their carrying amounts. 

Contract assets comprise licence claims included but not yet invoiced of € 1.6 million that were previ-

ously shown under “Miscellaneous other assets”. The Villeroy & Boch Group recognised contract as-

sets of € 0.2 million as at 1 January 2018. € 0.2 million of the assets recognised as at the end of the 

previous year (previous year: € 0.7 million) were invoiced to licensees in the 2018 financial year. 

Claims that were recognised as at 31 December were not reversed in profit or loss in the reporting year 

(previous year: € 0.1 million). 

“Miscellaneous other assets” include receivables from the French government from the “crédit 

d’impôt pour la compétitivité et l’emploi”, receivables from other investees, receivables from the sale 

of assets (see note 16), rent receivables, creditors with debit balances and a number of individual 

items.  

Other tax receivables in the amount of € 9.1 million (previous year: € 9.4 million) primarily include 

VAT credit of € 6.6 million (previous year: € 6.8 million). 

Prepaid expenses mainly include rent payments, insurance premiums and claims for compensation un-

der the partial retirement programme.    

In cases of doubt regarding the collectibility of receivables, write-downs were recognised and offset 

directly against the carrying amounts by the persons responsible for the respective portfolios. Loss al-

lowances for current assets are recognised using the simplified, two-stage approach. As in the previous 

year, there were no past due receivables in this item as at 31 December 2018. There are no significant 

concentrations of default risks within the Group as such risks are distributed across a large number of 

contractual partners. 
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14. Income tax receivables 

The income tax receivables of € 3.9 million (previous year: € 2.5 million) primarily include outstand-

ing corporate income tax assets. € 3.1 million (previous year: € 1.6 million) of this figure relates to 

foreign group companies. 

 

15. Cash and cash equivalents  

Cash and cash equivalents were composed as follows as at the end of the reporting period: 

 

Cash is held solely in the short term and at banks of good credit standing that are predominantly mem-

bers of a deposit protection system (see note 53). Accordingly, we do not anticipate any defaults with-

in the next twelve months. We continually observe the creditworthiness of our banking partners in or-

der to counteract any significant increase in default risk. 

16. Non-current assets held for sale  

Non-current assets held for sale are carried at amortised cost. In this balance-sheet item we account: 

 

The items developed as follows in the year under review: 

(a) In the financial year, one property of the former production site in Luxembourg was reclassified 

from investment property (see note 7) with a carrying amount of € 0.8 million to this balance 

sheet item as a result of the planned disposal, which has earnings potential of a high double-digit 

million amount. We expect this transaction to be completed in 2019. 

(b) The properties of the former production location in Selb (Germany) were sold to an external pro-

ject developer in 2018. The sale resulted in a gain of € 3.7 million in the financial year (see note 

36). The residual purchase price receivable of € 2.8 million was partially written down in accord-

ance with the applicable guidelines. This receivable is recognised under other assets (see note 13).  
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17. Issued capital  

The issued capital of Villeroy & Boch AG as at the end of the reporting period was unchanged at 

€ 71.9 million and is divided into 14,044,800 fully paid-up ordinary shares and 14,044,800 fully paid-

up non-voting preference shares. Both share classes have an equal interest in the share capital. 

The holders of non-voting preference shares receive a dividend from the annual unappropriated sur-

plus that is € 0.05 per share higher than the dividend paid to holders of ordinary shares, or a minimum 

preferred dividend of € 0.13 per preference share. If the unappropriated surplus in a given financial 

year is insufficient to cover the payment of this preferred dividend, any amount still outstanding shall 

be paid from the unappropriated surplus of subsequent financial years, with priority given to the oldest 

amounts outstanding. The preference dividend for the current financial year is only paid when all 

amounts outstanding are satisfied. This right to subsequent payment forms part of the profit entitle-

ment for the respective financial year from which the outstanding dividend on preference shares is 

granted. 

Each ordinary share grants one vote. 

The numbers of different shares outstanding were as follows: 

 

A resolution of the General Meeting of Shareholders on 23 March 2018 authorised the Management 

Board of Villeroy & Boch AG to acquire ordinary treasury shares and/or preference treasury shares in 

accordance with the following rules: 

a) Until 22 March 2023 inclusively, the Management Board is authorised to acquire ordinary or 

preference shares of the company up to an amount of ten percent of the share capital of the 

company at the time this authorisation becomes effective or, if lower, ten percent of the 

share capital of the company at the time this authorisation is exercised. The authorisation to 

acquire treasury shares granted to the company by the General Meeting of Shareholders on 

22 March 2013 will be revoked after the new authorisation takes effect, to the extent that it 

has not yet been utilised. The shares acquired on the basis of this authorisation together 

with other treasury shares already acquired by the company and still owned or attributable 

to it in accordance with sections 71a et seq. of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG) 

must not account for more than 10 % of the share capital. The acquisition can be restricted 

to the shares of just one class. 

At the discretion of the Management Board, preference treasury shares can be acquired ei-

ther on the stock exchange (1) or on the basis of a public offer to all preference shareholders 

or on the basis of an invitation to all preference shareholders to submit offers to sell in ac-

cordance with the principle of equal treatment (2). At the discretion of the Management 

Board, ordinary treasury shares can be acquired either on the basis of a public offer to all or-
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dinary shareholders or on the basis of an invitation to all ordinary shareholders to submit of-

fers to sell in accordance with the principle of equal treatment (2) or from individual ordinary 

shareholders by disapplying the put options of the other ordinary shareholders (3). 

(1) If acquired on the stock exchange, the consideration paid per preference treasury share 

by the company (not including additional costs of acquisition) must be within 10 % of 

the average closing prices for the company’s shares on the Xetra trading system (or a 

similar successor system) on the Frankfurt stock exchange for the last five trading 

days before the acquisition date. 

 (2) If preference/ordinary treasury shares are acquired on the basis of a public purchase 

offer to all shareholders of a particular class or a public invitation to submit offers to 

sell 

• in the event of a public purchase offer to all preference/ordinary shareholders, 

the purchase price offered per share (not including additional costs of acquisi-

tion), or 

• in the event of a public invitation to all preference/ordinary shareholders to 

submit offers to sell, the thresholds of the price range stipulated by the com-

pany (not including additional costs of acquisition) 

must be within 20 % of the average closing prices for the company’s preference 

treasury shares on the Xetra trading system (or a similar successor system) on the 

Frankfurt stock exchange for the last five trading days before the day on which the 

public purchase offer or the public invitation to submit offers to sell is publicly an-

nounced. 

If the relevant share price deviates substantially following the publication of a pub-

lic purchase offer for all preference/ordinary shareholders or the public invitation to 

all preference/ordinary shareholders to submit offers to sell, the purchase offer or the 

invitation to submit offers to sell can be adjusted. In the event of this, the average 

closing prices for the company’s shares on the Xetra trading system (or a similar suc-

cessor system) on the Frankfurt stock exchange on the third, fourth and fifth trading 

day before the day of the announcement of the adjustment is taken as a basis. 

The volume of the purchase offer or the invitation to submit offers to sell can be ad-

justed. If, in the case of a public purchase offer or a public invitation to submit offers 

to sell, the volume of the preference/ordinary treasury shares tendered exceeds the 

planned buyback volume, the acquisition can be conducted in the ratio of the issued or 

offered preference/ordinary treasury shares; the right of preference/ordinary share-

holders to tender their preference/ordinary treasury shares in proportion to their own-

ership interests is excluded in this respect. 

Preferential treatment of smaller amounts of up to 100 preference/ordinary treasury 

shares per preference/ordinary shareholder and commercial rounding to avoid notional 

fractions of shares can be provided for. Any further put options of preference/ordinary 

shareholders are therefore precluded. 

The public offer to all preference/ordinary shareholders or the invitation to all pref-

erence/ordinary shareholders to submit offers to sell can provide for further condi-

tions. 

(3) If ordinary treasury shares are acquired from individual shareholders by disapplying 

the put options of the other ordinary shareholders, the purchase price must not be more 

than 5 % higher than the closing prices for the company’s preference treasury shares 

on the Xetra trading system (or a similar successor system) on the Frankfurt stock ex-

change on the day before the acquisition offer. Acquisition at a price below the rele-
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vant price as defined above is possible. 

b)  The Management Board is authorised to use the shares acquired on the basis of the above 

authorisation under a) or one or more prior authorisations for all legally permitted purposes. 

The treasury shares can be sold on the stock market or on the basis of an offer to all share-

holders, in accordance with the principle of equal treatment, and used for the following pur-

poses in particular: 

(1) The preference treasury shares can be sold in a way other than on the stock market or 

on the basis of an offer to all shareholders if the cash purchase price to be paid is not 

significantly less than shares already listed on the stock market with essentially the 

same features. The price is not significantly less if the purchase price is not more than 

5 % less than the average closing prices for the company’s preference treasury shares 

on the Xetra trading system (or a similar successor system) for the last five trading 

days before disposal. The number of preference treasury shares sold in this way, to-

gether with the number of other shares sold or issued from authorised capital during 

the term of this authorisation with pre-emption rights disapplied in accordance with 

section 186(3) sentence 4 AktG, and the number of shares that can arise as a result of 

exercising options or convertible rights or fulfilling the conversion obligations of op-

tions or convertible bonds issued during the term of this authorisation with pre-

emption rights disapplied in accordance with section 186(3) sentence 4 AktG must not 

exceed 10 % of the share capital, neither at the time of this authorisation becoming ef-

fective nor being exercised. 

(2) The treasury preference or ordinary shares can be issued against non-cash considera-

tion, particularly in connection with the acquisition of companies, shares in companies 

or interests in them and mergers of companies, as well as for the purpose of acquiring 

other assets including rights and receivables. 

(3) The preference or ordinary treasury shares can be redeemed without the redemption or 

its execution requiring a further resolution of the General Meeting of Shareholders. 

They can also be redeemed by way of simplified procedure without a capital reduction 

by adjusting the notional pro rata amount of share capital of the company attributable 

to the other shares. If redeemed by way of simplified procedure, the Management 

Board is authorised to adjust the number of shares in the Articles of Association. Or-

dinary treasury shares can only be redeemed without the simultaneous redemption of 

at least a corresponding number of preference treasury shares if the pro rata amount of 

share capital of the total preference treasury shares outstanding does not exceed half of 

the share capital as a result. 

(4) The preference treasury shares can be distributed to shareholders as a distribution in 

kind in addition to or instead of cash distribution. 

c) All the above authorisations can be utilised individually or collectively, on one or several oc-

casions, in full or in part, in pursuit of one or more purposes. The authorisations under a) and 

b), items (1) and (2) can also be utilised by dependent companies or companies majority 

owned by Villeroy & Boch AG or by third parties acting on their behalf or on behalf of Vil-

leroy & Boch AG. The above authorisations cannot be utilised for the purposes of trading in 

treasury shares (section 71(1) no. 8 sentence 2 AktG). 

d)  The Management Board can exercise the above authorisations under a) to c) only with the ap-

proval of the Supervisory Board. 

e)  The pre-emption rights of shareholders to treasury shares acquired on the basis of the authori-

sation in accordance with a) above or one or more prior authorisations are disapplied if they 

are utilised in accordance with the above authorisations under b), items (1) and/or (2). Share-
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holders also have no pre-emption rights if the treasury shares acquired are sold on the stock 

market in accordance with b). In the event of a disposal of the treasury shares acquired by way 

of an offer to all shareholders as per b), the Management Board is authorised to disapply the 

pre-emption rights of the holders of shares of once class to shares of the respective other class, 

if the respective offer price is not more than 5 % less than the average closing prices for the 

company’s preference treasury shares on the Xetra trading system (or a similar successor sys-

tem) on the last five trading days before the offer is announced. If the treasury shares acquired 

are sold by way of an offer to all shareholders or a distribution in kind in accordance with b) 

(4), the Management Board is authorised to disapply the pre-emption rights of shareholders 

for fractional amounts. 

Der Hauptversammlungsbeschluss vom 22. März 2013 ermächtigte den Vorstand der Villeroy & Boch 

AG nach vorgegebenen Regeln eigene Vorzugs-Stückaktien bis zum 21. März 2018 zu erwerben. Mit 

Fristablauf vom 21. März 2018 ist diese Ermächtigung verfallen.  

18. Capital reserves 

The capital reserves are unchanged at € 193.6 million. 

19. Treasury shares 

As in the previous year, the cost for the 1,683,029 preference treasury shares was € 15.0 million. Un-

der IAS 32.33, the total cost of these shares reduces equity. All transactions were performed on the 

stock market on the basis of the applicable resolutions of the General Meeting of Shareholders and 

with the approval of the Supervisory Board. There were no share transactions with related parties. 

Treasury shares are not entitled to dividends. The utilisation of the preference shares held is restricted 

by the resolutions adopted. 

20. Retained earnings 

The retained earnings of the Villeroy & Boch Group in the amount of € 31.9 million (previous year:   

€ 12.7 million) contain the retained earnings of Villeroy & Boch AG and the proportionate results 

generated by consolidated subsidiaries since becoming part of the Group. 
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21. Revaluation surplus 

The revaluation surplus comprises the reserves of “Other comprehensive income”: 

 

(a) Reserve for currency translation of financial statements of foreign 

group companies 

Results of group companies that report in foreign currency are translated into euro in accordance with 

the functional currency concept (see note 4). The translation of these financial statements resulted in a 

net effect of € -1.7 million in the 2018 financial year (previous year: € -1.7 million).  

(b) Reserve for currency translation of long-term loans classified as net in-

vestments in foreign group companies 

Within the Villeroy & Boch Group there are loans that finance a net investment in a foreign operation. 

Loans in foreign currency are measured using the respective closing rate at the end of the reporting pe-

riod. Currency effects from a loan classified as a net investment are therefore reported in this revalua-

tion surplus. This net change in equity in the period under review amounted to  

€ 1.0 million (previous year: € -4.0 million). 

(c) Reserve for cash flow hedges 

The Villeroy & Boch Group uses financial derivatives to reduce the risks of planned operating curren-

cy and brass transactions (see note 53). These hedges are reported at fair value in the statement of fi-

nancial position as other assets (see note 13) or other liabilities (see note 30). Changes in fair value 

amounted to € 1.8 million in the period under review (previous year: € 2.1 million). Cumulative prior-

period changes in value in the amount of € -2.8 million (previous year: € -1.7 million) were reclassi-

fied to profit or loss in the year under review as the hedged item was also recognised in profit or loss 
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at the same time. The net change in equity in the period under review amounted to € -1.0 million (pre-

vious year: € 0.4 million). 

(d) Reserve for deferred tax effect on items to be reclassified to profit or 

loss 

As at the end of the reporting period this reserve mainly includes the deferred tax on the recognised 

cash flow hedge reserve. It developed as follows: 

 

On settlement of the respective hedging instrument the deferred taxes recognised in this reserve will 

be reclassified to profit or loss. 

(e) Reserve for actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans 

The reserve for actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans (see note 26) arises on the remeas-

urement of benefit obligations as a result of the modification at the end of the reporting period of actu-

arial parameters, such as the discount rate, the benefit period or the long-term salary trend. In the re-

porting period, this item changed by € -3.1 million from € -86.8 million to  

€ -89.9 million (see note 26). 

(f) Reserve for miscellaneous gains and losses on measurement 

This reserve comprises: 

 

The Villeroy & Boch Group recognises listed securities (see note 9 c). These financial instruments are 

measured at their respective fair value. The fair value is the market price and is assigned to the first 

level of the fair value hierarchy. Changes in value during the holding period are recognised in the re-

valuation surplus in equity. Gains and losses reported in this item by the time of derecognition remain 

in the reserves. They are reclassified to retained earnings. Until 31 December 2017, these gains and 

losses were reclassified to finance costs on disposal. In the reporting period, this item changed by € -

0.7 million from € 0.1 million to € -0.6 million (see note 9). 

Provisions for personnel (see note 27) include long-term obligations to employees of Villeroy & Boch 

(Thailand) Co. Ltd. that are recognised in the amount of the actuarial present values. Actuarial gains 

and losses, such as those arising from the change in the discounting factor or assumed mortality rates, 

are recognised in this item. In the reporting period, this item changed by € 0.3 million from 

€ 0.0 million to € 0.3 million. 
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(g) Reserve for deferred tax effect on items not to be reclassified to profit or 

loss 

As at the end of the reporting period, this reserve exclusively contained the deferred tax on the reserve 

for actuarial gains and losses on defined benefit plans. This resulted in a change in net equity in the 

financial year of € 0.7 million (previous year: € -3.0 million).  

22. Equity attributable to minority interests 

Non-controlling interests in equity amounted to € 4.9 million (previous year: € 5.4 million). As in the 

previous year, there are non-controlling interests in two Group companies (see note 61). Combined, 

these Group companies are as follows as at the end of the reporting period:  

 

This combined financial information contains transactions with other companies of the Villeroy & 

Boch Group that were eliminated in consolidation, such as liabilities for purchased goods and un-

earned intercompany profits. Our principles of consolidation are described in note 3.  

23. Distributable amounts and dividends 

The information presented here relates to the appropriation of the retained earnings of Villeroy & 

Boch AG calculated in accordance with German commercial law.  

The net profit of Villeroy & Boch AG for 2018 amounted to € 11.2 million. Taking into account the 

profit carried forward of € 12.1 million, the unappropriated surplus amounts to € 23.3 million. 

At the next General Meeting of Shareholders on 29 March 2019, the Supervisory Board and the Man-

agement Board of Villeroy & Boch AG will propose that the unappropriated surplus be used to dis-

tribute a dividend as follows: 
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The proposal for the appropriation of profits is for a dividend of: 

 

If the company still holds treasury shares at the time of the resolution on the appropriation of profits, 

the dividend payment for the preferred capital will be reduced by the amount attributable to the treas-

ury shares. The amount attributable to treasury shares is to be carried forward to new account. 

The dividend shown in the table below was paid to the bearers of Villeroy & Boch shares in previous 

years: 

 

24. Capital management 

The primary goals of central capital management in the Villeroy & Boch Group are ensuring liquidity 

and access to the capital markets at all times. This provides the Group with freedom of action and sus-

tainably increases its enterprise value. 

The Villeroy & Boch Group’s non-current sources of finance consist of: 

 

A long-term loan of € 25 million is due for repayment within the next twelve months. This loan is 

therefore considered a short-term borrowing (see note 29). 

25. Voting right notifications  

In accordance with section 160(1) no. 8 of the German Stock Corporation Act (AktG), the published 

content of disclosures on holdings in Villeroy & Boch AG reported in accordance with section 20(1) 

or (4) AktG or in accordance with section 33(1) or (2) of the German Securities Trading Act (WpHG) 

(sections 21 et seq. WpHG of the version applicable prior to 3 January 2018) must be disclosed.  

The content of disclosures in accordance with sections 33 et seq. WpHG (sections 21 et seq. WpHG of 

the version applicable prior to 3 January 2018) as at the time of going to press is shown below.  

1. On 11 November 2016, Ms. Thalea von Boch-Reichel, Germany, informed us in accordance 

with section 21(1) WpHG that her share of the voting rights in Villeroy & Boch AG exceeded 
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the threshold of 3 % on 9 November 2016 and amounted to 3.16 % (444,020 voting rights) at 

this date.  

2. On 11 November 2016, Ms. Alida-Kirsten von Boch-Galhau, Germany, informed us in ac-

cordance with section 21(1) WpHG that her share of the voting rights in Villeroy & Boch AG 

exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 9 November 2016 and amounted to 3.16 % (444,020 voting 

rights) at this date.  

3. Villeroy and Boch Saarufer GmbH, Mettlach, Germany, informed us in accordance with 

section 41(4) f WpHG on 15 January 2016:  

Since 26 November 2015, Villeroy & Boch Saarufer GmbH, Mettlach, Germany, has held in-

struments in accordance with section 25a(1) no. 2 WpHG that could theoretically enable it to 

purchase voting shares of Villeroy & Boch AG under certain conditions (purchase option). This 

relates to a share of the voting rights of 98.73 % or 13,866,852 voting rights, meaning that the 

thresholds of 5 %, 10 %, 15 %, 20 %, 25 %, 30 %, 50 % and 75 % could theoretically be ex-

ceeded. There are not currently any voting rights due to instruments in accordance with section 

25 WpHG or any voting rights in accordance with sections 21, 22 WpHG. 

4. On 13 June 2014, Baroness Ghislaine de Schorlemer, Luxembourg, informed us in ac-

cordance with section 21(1) WpHG that her share of the voting rights in Villeroy & Boch AG 

exceeded the thresholds of 3 % and 5 % on 27 February 2014 as a result of inheritance (testator: 

Baron Antoine de Schorlemer) and amounted to 5.92 % (831,575 voting rights) at this date. On 

13 June 2014, Baroness Ghislaine de Schorlemer, Luxembourg, further informed us in accord-

ance with section 21(1) WpHG that her share of the voting rights in Villeroy & Boch AG re-

turned to below the thresholds of 3 % and 5 % on 28 March 2014 and has amounted to 0 % 

since this date. 

5. On 13 June 2014, Mr. Christophe de Schorlemer, Luxembourg, informed us in accordance 

with section 21(1) WpHG that his share of the voting rights in Villeroy & Boch AG exceeded 

the threshold of 3 % on 28 March 2014 and amounted to 3.16 % (444,307 voting rights) at this 

date. 

6. On 13 June 2014, Ms. Gabrielle de Schorlemer-de Theux, Luxembourg, informed us in 

accordance with section 21(1) WpHG that her share of the voting rights in Villeroy & Boch AG 

exceeded the threshold of 3 % on 28 March 2014 and amounted to 3.16 % (444,308 voting 

rights) at this date. 

7. On 11 June 2014, Ms. Caroline de Schorlemer-d’Huart, Belgium, informed us in accord-

ance with section 21(1) WpHG that her share of the voting rights in Villeroy & Boch AG ex-

ceeded the threshold of 3 % on 28 March 2014 and amounted to 3.16 % (444,308 voting rights) 

at this date. 

8. Since 20 February 2013, Villeroy and Boch Saarufer GmbH, Mettlach, Germany, has 

held financial instruments or other instruments in accordance with section 25a WpHG that could 

theoretically enable it to purchase voting shares of Villeroy & Boch AG under certain condi-

tions (purchase option). This relates to a share of the voting rights of 98.73 % or 13,866,852 

voting rights, meaning that the thresholds of 5 %, 10 %, 15 %, 20 %, 25 %, 30 %, 50 % and 

75 % could theoretically be exceeded. There are not currently any voting rights due to financial 

or other instruments in accordance with section 25 WpHG or any voting rights in accordance 

with sections 21, 22 WpHG. 
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9. On 14 February 2011, Mr. Luitwin-Gisbert von Boch-Galhau, Germany, notified us in ac-

cordance with section 21(2) WpHG that his share of the voting rights in Villeroy & Boch AG 

exceeded the threshold of 15 % on 17 November 2010 and amounted to 17.74 % (2,491,132 

voting rights) as at this date. 13.94 % of this (1,957,696 voting rights) is attributable to him in 

accordance with section 22(1) sentence 1 no. 4 WpHG, 1.10 % of which (154,000 voting rights) 

also in accordance with section 22(1) sentence 1 no. 6 WpHG. A further 3.37 % (472,726 vot-

ing rights) is attributable to him in accordance with section 22(1) sentence 1 no. 6 WpHG. Of 

the following shareholders, 3 % or more of the voting rights are attributable to him in each case: 

– Luitwin Michel von Boch-Galhau  

– Siegfried von Boch-Galhau  

10. On 20 May 2010, Dr. Alexander von Boch-Galhau, Germany, notified us in accordance 

with section 21(1) WpHG that his share of the voting rights in Villeroy & Boch AG fell below 

the threshold of 5 % on 18 May 2010 and has amounted to 4.13 % (580,250 voting rights) since 

this date. 1.42 % of this (200,000 voting rights) is attributable to him in accordance with section 

22(1) sentence 1 no. 4 WpHG. 

The shareholders listed below notified us in accordance with section 127(2) WpHG (section 

41(2) WpHG of the version applicable prior to 3 January 2018) that their shares of the voting 

rights in our company were as follows as at the dates stated below: 

1. 18.42 % of voting rights are attributable to Mr. Luitwin Michel von Boch-Galhau, Germany, as at 

1 April 2002; 1.55 % of shares with voting rights are attributable to him in accordance with section 

22(1) sentence 1 no. 1 WpHG.  

2. 7.41 % of voting rights are attributable to Mr. Wendelin von Boch-Galhau, Germany, as at 

1 April 2002; 6.80 % of shares with voting rights are attributable to him in accordance with section 

22(1) sentence 1 no. 4 WpHG.  

3. 7.14 % of voting rights are attributable to Mr. Franziskus von Boch-Galhau, Germany, as at 

1 April 2002; 0.34 % of shares with voting rights are attributable to him in accordance with section 

22(1) sentence 1 no. 1 WpHG.  

26. Provisions for pensions  

There are various defined benefit pension plans within the Villeroy & Boch Group. The regional dis-

tribution of the provisions recognised for these pensions were as follows: 

 

In Germany there are a final salary plan and several earnings points plans. A final salary plan is avail-

able in Sweden. In order to cover its pension obligations, the Villeroy & Boch Group uses assets par-

tially managed by external agents. 
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In the Villeroy & Boch Group, 8,236 people (previous year: 8,644) have a defined benefit pension 

plan. Their regional distribution is as follows: 

 

Provisions for pensions were measured by using the following company-specific parameters: 

 

Average values (Ø) are calculated as a weighted mean on the basis of present values. The discount rate 

is determined on the basis of senior fixed-interest corporate bonds. The country-specific discount rates 

range from 0.9 % in Switzerland to 9.1 % in Mexico. In the previous year, the country-specific dis-

count rates ranged from 0.7 % in Switzerland to 7.5 % in Mexico. A discount rate of 1.75 % (previous 

year: 1.75 %) is used in Germany. In estimating future salary and pension trends, the length of service 

with the company and other labour market factors are taken into consideration. The pension obliga-

tions for the German companies in the Group are measured using the biometric data of the 2018 G 

Heubeck mortality tables (previous year: 2005 G Heubeck mortality tables). This transition increased 

provisions for pensions and reduced the reserve for actuarial effects by € 1.9 million. Country-specific 

mortality tables were used in the other group companies. 

The pension plans are presented below in summary because, as in the previous year, the majority of 

these provisions relate to German companies. 

The present value of defined benefit obligations can be reconciled to the provision reported in the 

statement of financial position as follows: 
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The present value of pension obligations developed as follows: 

 

There were the following changes to plan assets: 

 

The portfolio structure of plan assets was as follows: 
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Risks 

The risks associated with defined benefit obligations in the Villeroy & Boch Group essentially relate 

to the basic actuarial assumptions for the future on the basis of past developments in the calculation of 

the carrying amount. This present value is influenced by discounting rates in particular, whereby the 

present low interest rate is contributing to a relatively high pension provision. A continuing decline in 

returns on the capital market for prime industrial bonds would result in a further rise in obligations. A 

simulation calculation is presented in the section below “Sensitivities, forecast development and dura-

tion”.  

There are risks within plan assets, such as equity price risk and issuer default risk, as a result of the se-

lection of the individual investments and their composition in a securities account. Given the small 

overall volume of plan assets, the Villeroy & Boch Group considers these risks to be appropriate and 

non-critical overall. The return on plan assets is assumed in the amount of the discounting rates deter-

mined on the basis of senior, fixed-rate industrial bonds. If the actual returns on plan assets fall short 

of the discounting rates used, the net obligation under pension plans will increase. 

Sensitivities, forecast development and duration 

The sensitivity analysis for the present values of obligations shown below takes into account the 

change in one assumption while the other variables are not changed compared to the original calcula-

tion: 

 

An alternative valuation of pension obligations was carried out to determine the effects of the amount 

of pension obligations in the event of changes in the underlying parameters. It is not possible to ex-

trapolate these values on a straight-line basis in the event of differing changes in assumptions, nor to 

add them together in the event of combinations of changes in individual assumptions. 

The following development in the present value of obligations is forecast for the subsequent year: 

 

In determining the forecast pension obligations, the demographic assumptions about the composition 

of participants are taken from the current scenario. The calculation of pension obligations in the com-

ing year is based on the situation on the valuation date. 
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The weighted duration of pension provisions in the Villeroy & Boch Group as at 31 December 2018 

was 12.6 years (previous year: 12.4 years). The weighted duration for the pension plans of German 

companies amounted to 11.4 years (previous year: 11.5 years). 

27. Non-current and current provisions for personnel 

Provisions for personnel at the Villeroy & Boch Group are based on the legal, tax and economic cir-

cumstances of the respective country. These provisions developed as follows in the reporting period: 

 

Provisions for anniversary bonuses are recognised by Group companies that have undertaken to pay 

their employees corresponding cash or non-cash benefits on the occasion of work anniversaries. Vil-

leroy & Boch AG recognises an obligation of € 4.8 million (previous year: € 4.8 million). This corre-

sponds to 70.6 % (previous year: 66.7 %) of this provision. Villeroy & Boch AG measured this obliga-

tion using the biometric assumptions of the 2018 G Heubeck mortality tables (previous year: 2005 G 

Heubeck mortality tables). The effect of this transition of € 0.1 million was recognised in profit or 

loss. A foreign Group company reclassified an amount of € 0.3 million to personnel liabilities (see 

note 30). 

Under the partial retirement programme, employees have the option to reduce their working hours in 

accordance with certain personal requirements for a period determined by law prior to retirement. 

97.0 % of the provision relates to the employees of Villeroy & Boch AG (previous year: 93.3 %). A 

new programme was successfully set up for the employees of Sanipa Badmöbel Treuchtlingen GmbH 

in the financial year. The programme for the employees of Villeroy & Boch S.à r.l., Faiencerie de 

Septfontaines-lez-Luxembourg, was discontinued. 

The provisions for severance pay are recognised for legally required termination benefits that must be 

paid when an employee changes employer or retires. These are generally non-recurring payments for 

employees in Thailand, Austria, Italy, Australia, Rumania and India.  

Current provisions for staff mainly include provisions for variable remuneration bonuses in the 

amount of € 14.3 million (previous year: € 14.0 million). 
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The measurement of current and non-current provisions for staff is based on external expert opinions, 

the past data available and government regulations. 

28. Other non-current and current provisions 

Other non-current and current provisions developed as follows in the period under review: 

 

Non-current provisions relate in particular to contractually agreed demolition, dismantling and renova-

tion obligations at the site of our former tableware plant in Luxembourg as well as other environmen-

tal and renovation obligations, obligations to remove leasehold improvements and recultivation obli-

gations.  

We intend to invest an amount of € 4.2 million (previous year: € 4.1 million) in the restoration and 

renovation of the former Tableware plant in Luxembourg in the 2019 financial year. Work amounting 

to € 1.1 million was completed in the period under review (previous year: € 0.1 million). Payments of 

€ 1.2 million that were classified as short-term in the previous year were rescheduled. For this reason, 

an amount of € 1.2 million (previous year: € 4.1 million) was reclassified to current provisions as at 

the end of the reporting period in order to report the planned, short-term utilisation for 2019 of 

€ 4.2 million. 

The provision for warranties was measured on the basis of past division-specific data. In addition, cur-

rent information on any new risks in connection with new materials, changes in production processes 

or other factors influencing quality were also taken into account in measurement. 

Miscellaneous other provisions included provisions for commission, licensing fees and a large number 

of individual items. 
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29. Non-current and current financial liabilities 

Current and non-current financial liabilities developed as follows in the financial year: 

 

Non-current financial liabilities in the amount of € 25.0 million (previous year: € 50.0 million) relate 

to banks domiciled in Germany. A bank loan of € 25.0 million was reclassified to current financial lia-

bilities as it will be repaid within the next twelve months. For one long-term loan agreement, a special 

right of termination in the event of a change of control at Villeroy & Boch AG was agreed for the 

lending bank. The debt service is repeated annually. 

Net receivables from and liabilities to banks were consolidated and amounted to € 28.3 million (previ-

ous year: € 14.2 million) (see note 15). The requirements for offsetting have been met and it is intend-

ed to settle them on a net basis. 

The liabilities to lessors reported under financial liabilities result from finance leases for motor vehi-

cles. 
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30. Other non-current and current liabilities  

Other non-current and current liabilities were composed as follows: 

 

The measurement of hedging instruments (see note 53) relates predominantly to currencies in the 

amount of € 0.7 million (previous year: € 1.0 million).  

Advance payments received on account of orders are classified as contract liabilities in accordance 

with IFRS 15. € 10.1 million of the advance payments recognised as at 31 December 2017 (previous 

year: € 2.7 million) were settled by deliveries in the 2018 financial year. 

Miscellaneous other liabilities included debtors with credit balances and a number of individual items. 

Other tax liabilities primarily included VAT in the amount of € 7.4 million (previous year: € 7.2 mil-

lion) and payroll and church tax in the amount of € 4.1 million (previous year: € 4.0 million). 

Deferred income consisted essentially of the free allocation of emission allowances (see note 5), com-

pensation for a long-term rental agreement with the City of Luxembourg (see note 7), rent payments 

received and government grants for property, plant and equipment (see note 6). 

31. Trade payables 

Based on the domicile of the respective Group company, trade payables related to:  
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Notes to the Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income 

32. Revenue 

Revenue breakdown 

The Villeroy & Boch Group generates revenue from the sale of goods and merchandise. The income 

generated from the license business is also reported as a component of consolidated revenue. A break-

down of revenue – by type of revenue and by division and region – is shown in segment reporting un-

der note 52.  

Contract balances 

Please see the relevant sections for information on the development of contract balances in relation to 

trade receivables (note 12), contract assets (note 13) and contract liabilities – these correspond to the 

statement of financial position item “Advance payments” (note 30).  

Revenue of € 10.1 million (previous year: € 2.7 million) was recognised in the 2018 financial year that 

was included in net advance payments (€ 11.5 million) at the start of the reporting period. The amount 

of revenue recognised in the 2018 financial year from performance obligations that were settled in pri-

or periods was € 3.2 million (previous year: € 2.3 million).  

Performance obligations 

Please see “Revenue recognition” under note 1 “Accounting policies” for detailed information on per-

formance obligations in contracts with customers.  

As at the end of the reporting period, the total amount of outstanding performance obligations, i.e. the 

Group’s orders on hand, was € 59.8 million, € 59.6 million of which are expected to be fulfilled in 

2019 and € 0.2 million of which thereafter. The amount stated does not included subsequent deduc-

tions to be granted or sales-based income anticipated from license business. 

33. Cost of sales 

Cost of sales comprises the cost of the products and merchandise sold. In accordance with IAS 2, this 

includes not only directly allocable costs such as the cost of materials, staff costs and energy costs, but 

also overheads and allocable depreciation of production facilities. 

34. Selling, marketing and development costs 

This item contains the costs of marketing and distribution, the field sales force and advertising and lo-

gistics, license costs and research and development expenses. 

The expenses for research and technical development broke down into: 
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35. General administrative expenses 

General administrative expenses comprise staff costs and non-staff operating expenses incurred in 

management and administrative functions. 

36. Other operating income 

Other operating income is composed as follows: 

 

 

Licence income will be reported as revenue from the 2018 financial year as a result of the first-time 

application of IFRS 15. Prior to 31 December 2018 it was reported under other operating income. The 

corresponding prior-year figures have not been restated. Under the previous reporting method of IAS 

18, the other operating income recognised for the reporting period would have been € 6.1 million 

higher. 

Miscellaneous other operating income includes a number of individual items. 

37. Other operating expenses 

Other operating expenses were composed as follows: 

 

The additions to write-downs on receivables relate to trade receivables (see note 12) and other receiv-

ables. Miscellaneous other operating expenses include a number of individual items. 
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38. Results of financial assets accounted for using the equity method 

This item includes the pro rata income from the investment in two associated companies in the amount 

of € 0.1 million (previous year: € 0.5 million). 

39. Interest income and other financial income 

Financial income consisted of: 

 

40. Interest expenses and other financial expenses 

Finance costs related to:  

 

The interest expense on provisions increased by € -0.9 million in the 2018 financial year, from € -2.5 

million to € -3.4 million. In the reporting period, the amount of interest expenses on pension plans was 

affected by the change in interest rates from 1.3 % in 2017 to 1.8 %.  

41. Income taxes 

Income taxes include the taxes on income paid or due and deferred taxes. Villeroy & Boch Group 

companies in Germany are subject to an average trade tax rate of 14.0 % of the trade earnings. The 

corporate income tax rate is 15 % plus a solidarity surcharge of 5.5 % of the corporate income tax. Ra-

tes vary between 9.0 % and 34.6 % for the other countries. 
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The expected income tax expense (current and deferred) based on the overall German tax rate of 

29.5 % differs from the reported income tax expense as follows: 

 

The reconciliation of the deferred tax assets and liabilities recognised in the statement of financial po-

sition to the deferred taxes recognised in the income statement is as follows: 

 

42. Minority interests 

Non-controlling interests in consolidated earnings amounted to € 0.4 million (previous year: € -

0.1 million). 
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43. Earnings per share 

Earnings per share are calculated by dividing the portion of consolidated net income attributable to the 

shareholders of Villeroy & Boch AG by the weighted number of shares outstanding: 

 

The portion of consolidated net income attributable to the shareholders of Villeroy & Boch AG is al-

located in accordance with the appropriation of earnings set out in the Articles of Association (see note 

17). The development in treasury shares is described in note 19. There were no dilution effects during 

the reporting periods. 

44. Depreciation, amortisation and impairments 

Depreciation, amortisation and impairments in the financial year broke down as follows: 

 

The scheduled depreciation is based on standard Group useful lives (cf. Note 1). The estimated useful 

lives are reviewed regularly. In the course of this year´s review, the useful life of kilns/drying plants 

was increased from 5 to 10 years and the useful life of shaping machines from 5 to 8 years, with a total 

earrings effect of € 2.7 million.  
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45. Cost of materials 

The cost of materials comprised the following: 

 

  

46. Personnel expenses 

Personnel expenses were composed as follows: 

 

 

The cost of defined contribution pension plans essentially relates to employer contributions to statuto-

ry pension schemes.  

“Other benefits” include employer contributions to health insurance, trade association dues and similar 

expenses.  

Average number of employees: 

 

 

Of the workforce as a whole, a total of 2,756 people are employed in Germany (previous year: 2,698), 

with the remaining 5,262 employed outside Germany (previous year: 5,392). 
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47. Other taxes 

The cost of other taxes was € -4.0 million in the reporting period (previous year: € -4.5 million). Com-

panies based in Germany accounted for € -0.9 million (previous year: € -0.8 million) and Group com-

panies abroad for € -3.1 million (previous year: € -3.7 million). 

“Other taxes” include mainly real estate tax expenses of € -1.5 million (previous year: € -1.9 million), 

expenses for the French “contribution economique territoriale” of € -0.9 million (previous year: € -0.8 

million) and the French “taxe organic” of € -0.1 million (previous year: € -0.1 million). 

Notes to the Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows 

 

48. Cash flow from operating activities 

Cash flow from operating activities is calculated by using the indirect method. Here, the Group result 

after taxes is adjusted for non-cash income and expenses, such as depreciation and amortisation, and 

changes in operating assets affecting cash are taken into account. 

The net cash flow from operating activities amounted to € 2.1 million (previous year: € 41.0 million). 

The decline is due mainly to the higher accumulation of working capital. In the financial year, the Vil-

leroy & Boch Group invested € 11.9 million (previous year: € 13.2 million) in inventories to safeguard 

delivery capability and sustainable production (see note 11). At the same time, trade receivables in-

creased by € 10.2 million (previous year: € 11.2 million)while trade payables were reduced by 

€ 6.2 million (previous year: increased by € 6.3 million). Operating cash flow was reduced by 

€ 3.2 million in the reporting year due to the settlement of claims for members of company pension 

schemes (see note 26). No settlements were offered in the previous year. 

The “Other non-cash income and expenses” item includes: 
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49. Cash flow from investing activities 

The cash flow from investing activities changed by € -17.3 million as against the previous year to € -

44.6 million (previous year: € -27.3 million). We invested € 43.6 million in new intangible assets and 

property, plant and equipment (previous year: € 35.9 million) and € 5.1 million in financial assets 

(previous year: € 11.5 million) in the reporting period. The Villeroy & Boch Group generated pro-

ceeds of € 4.1 million (previous year: € 20.1 million), primarily from the sale of properties in Selb (see 

note 15). In the previous year, we recognised the purchase prices from the sale of a first part of the 

former plant property in Luxembourg and a further purchase price instalment in Sweden.  

50. Cash flow from financing activities 

Net cash used in financing activities amounted to € -7.6 million (previous year: € -14.1 million). The 

cash outflow in the reporting year, as in the previous year, was mainly due to the payment of the divi-

dend of € -14.3 million to the shareholders of Villeroy& Boch AG. We generated net proceeds of 

€ 7.1 million from borrowings of short-term bank loans.  

51. Cash and cash equivalents 

As at the end of the reporting period, cash and cash equivalents amounted to € 57.6 million (previous 

year: € 108.7 million), a decrease of € 51.1 million as against the previous year.  

52. Group segment report 

The Villeroy & Boch Group is divided into the operating divisions described below, which bundle the 

Group activities for our product business. The divisions are consistent with the internal organisational 

and reporting structure and are the reportable segments as defined by IFRS 8. 

The Bathroom and Wellness Division manufactures ceramic sanitary ware, ceramic kitchen sinks, 

bathroom furniture, bathtubs and shower tubs, whirlpools, bath and kitchen fittings and accessories. 

The product range is rounded off by shower toilets, installation systems, outdoor system pools and ac-

cessories, among other things. 

The Tableware Division covers the complete assortment of tableware, crystal/glass and cutlery, sup-

plemented by accessories, kitchen and tableware textiles as well as a selection of gift articles. 

In addition to net revenues, the operating result of the divisions is the key performance indicator and 

used as a basis for decisions on the allocation of resources and for determining the divisions’ earnings 

power. Furthermore, the rolling operating return on net assets is also used to measure the earnings 

power of the Group and the individual divisions. This is calculated from the operating net assets as at 

the end of the month as an average of the last twelve months in relation to earnings before interest and 

taxes (before central function expenses). Group financing and income taxes are managed on a Group-

wide basis and are not allocated to the individual divisions. Pricing for inter-division transfers is based 

on standard market conditions. 
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The divisions of the Villeroy & Boch Group generated the following revenue: 

 

In the course of the first-time adoption of IFRS 15, revenues from the license business were reclassi-

fied from other operating income to revenues. The comparative figures presented for the previous year 

2017 were not adjusted in accordance with the rules. 

The operating result of the two divisions was calculated as operating segment earnings (EBIT) as fol-

lows: 

 

The following assets and liabilities were assigned to the divisions: 

 

The rolling net operating assets of the two divisions were as follows as at the end of the reporting pe-

riod: 

 

Segment assets include intangible assets, property, plant and equipment, inventories, trade receivables 

and other assets. Segment liabilities include provisions, trade payables and other liabilities. Reconcil-
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iation includes primarily financial assets, cash and cash equivalents, investment property, deferred tax 

assets, provisions for pensions, financial liabilities and deferred tax liabilities. 

Other segment information: 

 

Depreciation and amortisation relates to the intangible assets and property, plant and equipment allo-

cated to the individual divisions. 

The following table shows the revenue from external customers and non-current assets by domicile of 

the respective national companies:  

 

  

Other Notes 

  

53. Financial instruments 

The recognition of primary and derivative financial instruments is based on their allocation to the four 

measurement categories defined in IFRS 9. The following measurement categories were used in the 

Villeroy & Boch group in the reporting period: 

• Debt instruments such as trade receivables, bank balances and trade payables, which are held 

primarily to generate contractually agreed cash flows and whose cash flows relate to payments 

of interest and principle payments on an outstanding nominal value, are recognised at amor-

tised “cost”. Changes in value are recognised in the statement of profit or loss.  

• Debt instruments that are not intended to be held to maturity and equity instruments that are 

not held for trading are recognised “at fair value through other comprehensive income”. 

These financial instruments are measured at fair value. Changes in value during the year are 

recognised in the reserves. The gains and losses that accrue in the reserves over time are recy-
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cled to profit or loss when a debt instrument is derecognised. When an equity instrument is de-

recognised, the accrued gains and losses are reclassified to retained earnings.  

• All other financial instruments are recognised “at fair value through profit or loss”. Positive 

and negative changes in fair value are recognised in profit or loss.  

• In the “hedges” category, the Villeroy & Boch Group uses financial derivatives exclusively to 

reduce the risks of planned operating transactions (cash flow hedge). These are recognised in 

the statement of financial position at fair value. The connection between the hedged item and 

the hedging instrument is documented at the inception of the hedge. Changes in fair value that 

prove effective in accordance with IFRS 9 are reported outside profit or loss. Effectiveness 

means that any change in the market value of the hedge will be offset by an opposing change 

in the fair value of the hedging instrument. The cumulative changes in value taken to equity 

are later reported in profit or loss in the period in which the hedged item is recognised in the 

statement of comprehensive income. Ineffective portions of the change in fair value are taken 

directly to profit or loss when they arise.  

The first-time application of IFRS 9 resulted in the reclassification of all financial instruments to re-

flect the contractual cash flows and the nature of the respective business model in line with the catego-

ries applicable from 1 January 2018: 

 

The transition to the new IFRS 9 did not have any consequences in terms of the recognition of finan-

cial liabilities and hedging relationships at the Villeroy & Boch Group. Retained earnings have not 

changed as a result of the first-time application of IFRS 9.  
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List of financial instruments 

The Villeroy & Boch consolidated statement of financial position contains the following financial in-

struments in accordance to IFRS 9: 

 

(a) The other assets not recognised under IFRS 9 are tax receivables and prepaid expenses (see note 

13).  

(b) The other liabilities not recognised under IFRS 9 are personnel liabilities, other tax liabilities and 

deferred income (see note 30). 

(c) The current and non-current provisions include provisions for pensions (see note 26), provisions 

for personnel (see note 27) and other provisions (see note 28).  

The following financial instruments under IAS 39 were included in the statement of financial position 

in the previous year:  
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(a) The other assets not recognised under IAS 39 are tax receivables and prepaid expenses (see note 

13).  

(b) The other liabilities not recognised under IAS 39 are personnel liabilities, other tax liabilities and 

deferred income (see note 30). 

(c) The current and non-current provisions include provisions for pensions (see note 26), provisions 

for personnel (see note 27) and other provisions (see note 28).  

Owing to the short maturities of cash and cash equivalents, trade receivables, other receivables, trade 

payables and other liabilities, it is assumed that the fair values are the carrying amounts. The fair val-

ues of other receivables and held-to-maturity investments are calculated as the present values of future 

expected payments. Standard, matched maturity interest rates are used for discounting. The fair values 

of currency forwards and foreign currency positions are determined using market prices as at the end 

of the reporting period. 

Basis of fair value measurement 

As in the previous year, the fair values of recognised financial instruments are calculated, in the case 

of hedge transactions, on the basis of market prices of the parameters on which the derivatives are 

based, such as current and forward rates, and yield curves. Quoted prices are used to measure the secu-

rities of the Villeroy & Boch support fund and free investments (see note 9c). 

Management of financial instruments 

A common feature of all primary and derivative financial instruments is a future claim to cash. Ac-

cordingly, the Villeroy & Boch Group is subject in particular to risks of volatility in exchange rates, 

interest rates and market prices. To limit these risks, the Villeroy & Boch Group has a functional and 

effective risk management system with a clear functional organisation. Further information on the im-

plemented risk management system can be found under “Risk management system” in the manage-

ment report. 

Management of exchange rate risks 

Exchange rate risk refers to the uncertainty of fluctuations in the fair value or future cash flows from 

financial instruments due to changes in exchange rates. The Villeroy & Boch Group uses currency fu-

tures to hedge these risks. The procedure for hedging exchange rate fluctuations is described in the 

management report under “Management of exchange rate risks”. The following currency futures will 

be carried out after the end of the reporting period 31 December 2018: 
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As at the reporting date, around 30 % of planned foreign currency revenues in various currencies were 

still unhedged. This essentially relates to the foreign currencies Russian rouble (RUB), pound (GBP) 

and Swedish krone (SEK). In the event of a change in the respective exchange rates of +/- 10 % and 

assuming that all other variables remained constant, the carrying amounts at 31 December 2018 would 

have been € 4.6 million higher/lower (previous year: € 5.2 million). As in the previous year, these two 

scenarios would have had no effect on the statement of comprehensive income. 

Management of commodity price risks 

Commodity price risk refers to the uncertainty of fluctuations in the fair value or future cash flows 

from financial instruments due to changes in market prices. The hedging strategy of the Villeroy & 

Boch Group is described in the management report under “Management of other price change risks”.  

The following cash flows from the brass commodity swaps in place are due after the balance sheet 

date 31 December 2018: 

 

On the basis of production planning, there is an unhedged brass position of 2,088 tonnes in total as at 

the end of the reporting year for the following financial year (previous year: 678 tonnes). In the event 

of a change in brass prices of +/-10 % and assuming that all other variables remained constant, the car-

rying amounts at 31 December 2018 would have been € 0.8 million higher/lower (previous year: 

€ 0.3 million). As in the previous year, these two scenarios would have had no effect on the statement 

of comprehensive income in 2018. 

General procurement market risk is explained in the management report. 

Management of interest rate risks 

Interest rate risk refers to the uncertainty of fluctuations in the fair value or future cash flows from fi-

nancial instruments due to changes in market interest rates. The management method used is described 

in the management report under “Management of interest rate risks”. 

The Villeroy & Boch Group is exposed to market fluctuations arising from its existing interest posi-

tions. According to a sensitivity analysis before tax effects, in the event of a theoretical change in in-

terest rates in the 2018 financial year of +/-50 bp and assuming all other variables remained constant, 

the net finance cost would have been € 0.3 million higher/lower (previous year: € 0.3 million).  
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Management of default and credit risks 

Default and credit risks describe the uncertainty of a contractual party meeting its obligations, such as 

customers for trade receivables or banks for cash investments. The Villeroy & Boch Group has taken 

extensive measures to reduce this risk, which are described in the management report under “Man-

agement of default and credit risks”.   

Management of liquidity risks 

A sufficient liquidity reserve is maintained to ensure that the Villeroy & Boch Group is able to meet 

its obligations and remain financially flexible at all times. The strategy applied is described in the 

management report under “Management of liquidity risks”. Financial instruments in the form of cash 

and cash equivalents (see note 15) and borrowings (see note 29) are used to manage liquidity. Based 

on the contractual maturities of financial liabilities, cash outflows are expected in the following time 

bands: 

 

 

(a) The cash flow from current and non-current financial liabilities includes future interest payments of 

€ 1.4 million (previous year: € 2.4 million) that will not be incurred until after 31 December 2018. 

Current financial liabilities of € 28.3 million (previous year: € 14.2 million) were consolidated in the 

balance sheet (cf. Note 29). 

(b) The transaction volume of cash flow hedge liabilities in the amount of € 26.2 million (previous 

year: € 38.8 million) is offset by the opposing effects of the respective hedged items. As at the end of 

the reporting period, a net effect of € 0.7 million (previous year: € 1.0 million) is forecast, equal to the 

statement of financial position item. € 0.3 million of this will be settled in the next three months (pre-

vious year: € 0.2 million). 

In liquidity planning, recognised liabilities are carried at their payment amount on maturity. This takes 

into account future interest not shown in the statement of financial position as at the end of the report-

ing period as it is not incurred until later financial years. 

Net income from financial instruments 

In the reporting year the Villeroy & Boch Group generated a net result of € -4.3 million (previous 

year: € -2.3 million) from the use of primary and derivative financial instruments. The increase is es-
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sentially due to new hedges entered into in the financial year (see note 21 c) and the impairment loss 

on other receivables. 

54. Contingent liabilities and commitments 

There were the following contingent liabilities and commitments in the Villeroy & Boch Group: 

 

The maximum guarantee commitments assumed that can be claimed from the Villeroy & Boch Group 

are shown. Guarantees were essentially provided by Villeroy & Boch AG to the benefit of lessors. 

55. Other financial obligations 

There were the following financial obligations as at the end of the reporting period: 

 

 

53.3 % of the obligations to acquire property, plant and equipment in the amount of € 6.3 million re-

lated to Villeroy & Boch (Thailand) Co. Ltd., followed by Villeroy & Boch AG (25.5 %) and Villeroy 

& Boch Austria GmbH (5.2 %). In the previous year, 59.0 % related to Villeroy & Boch AG, followed 

by Villeroy & Boch Gustavsberg AB (24.8 %) and Villeroy et Boch S.A.S. (7.4 %). 

56. Related party disclosures 

Related company disclosures 

In the course of our operating activities, we purchase materials, inventories and services from a large 

number of business partners around the world. This includes business partners in which the Villeroy & 

Boch Group holds equity interests and some that have relationships with companies or members of the 

executive bodies of Villeroy & Boch AG. All transactions are conducted at arm’s-length conditions. 

Villeroy & Boch AG, Germany, is the ultimate controlling entity of the Villeroy & Boch Group. 

Transactions between Villeroy & Boch AG and its subsidiaries and between individual subsidiaries 

primarily relate to the exchange of work in process, finished goods and merchandise and services. 

These transactions were eliminated in accordance with the consolidation principles (see note 3) and 

are not discussed in this section.  

The Villeroy & Boch Group accounts for two companies using the equity method (see note 8). The 

V&B Lifestyle India Private Limited was founded in 2013 for the sale and distribution of the table-

ware products in India. It has three sales offices as at the end of the reporting period (previous year: 

three). There are only minor delivery and service relations at the moment from the point of view of the 

Villeroy & Boch Group. No goods or services were provided to or by the German company accounted 
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for using the equity method. From the perspective of the Villeroy & Boch Group, the volume of finan-

cial assets and liabilities attributable to associated companies was immaterial. 

There were no other significant transactions with related companies in the period under review. All 

transactions are conducted at arm’s-length conditions. 

Related person disclosures 

The Group’s related persons include shareholders able to significantly influence Villeroy & Boch AG, 

persons in key positions and relatives of these persons. 

Members of the Supervisory Board and the Management Board are considered persons in key posi-

tions. The following table lists all remuneration of this group of persons: 

 

 

Relatives of this group of persons employed within the Villeroy & Boch Group receive the compensa-

tion based on their position/function paid independently of the identity of the person in that position. 

There were no other significant transactions with related persons in the period under review. All trans-

actions are conducted at arm’s-length conditions. 

57. Remuneration of the Supervisory Board and Management Board 

Supervisory Board remuneration 

In accordance with the Articles of Association of Villeroy & Boch AG, the members of the Superviso-

ry Board are entitled to claim reimbursement for the expenses incurred as a result of their work. They 

also receive fixed basic remuneration and a variable remuneration component. 

The fixed annual basic remuneration for each member of the Supervisory Board amounts to € 24,000. 

The Chairman receives an additional € 53,000, while the Deputy Chairman receives an additional 

€ 16,500. Members of the Supervisory Board receive a fee of € 1,500 for each meeting of the full Su-

pervisory Board.  

The Chairman of the Audit Committee receives € 10,000 p.a. and the Chairmen of the Investment 

Committee and the Human Resources Committee each receive € 4,000 p. a. in addition to their basic 

remuneration, while the members of the respective committees each receive an additional € 2,500 p.a. 

The members of the Supervisory Board receive variable remuneration of an additional € 195 for each 

cent per share by which the dividend payable to shareholders exceeds 10.5 cents. The shareholder div-

idend is calculated as the average of the dividends paid for one preference share or one ordinary share. 

The aforementioned remuneration is paid together with any value added tax incurred. Members are 

only entitled to receive remuneration on a pro rata basis for their term of office. 
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The members of the Supervisory Board of Villeroy & Boch AG received the following remuneration 

for performing their duties in the financial year: 

 

A total expense of € 773 thousand was reported in the Group result for the 2018 financial year (previ-

ous year: € 768 thousand). In addition to the fixed remuneration paid and the meeting fees for 2018, 

this figure includes € 108 thousand (previous year: € 98 thousand) for the provision for variable remu-

neration, € 5 thousand for variable remuneration paid 2017 and the reimbursement of other expenses 

in the amount of € 53 thousand (previous year: € 66 thousand), plus insurance premiums in the amount 

of € 98 thousand (previous year: € 98 thousand). 

Management Board remuneration 

An expense of € 3,355 thousand (previous year: € 2,936 thousand) is reported in the income statement 

for the 2018 financial year. This figure is composed of fixed (€ 1,444 thousand; previous year: 

€ 1,504 thousand), variable salary components (€ 1,495 thousand; previous year: € 1,432 thousand) 

and a non-recurring payment on termination of employment (€ 416 thousand; previous year: € 0 thou-

sand). The variable remuneration is composed of a one-year remuneration in the amount of 

€ 686 thousand (previous year: € 671 thousand) and a remuneration for several years in the amount of 

€ 809 thousand (previous year: € 761 thousand). The fixed remuneration includes remuneration in 
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kind of € 70 thousand (previous year: € 64 thousand), including € 2 thousand (previous year: 

€ 2 thousand) relates to insurance premiums. 

Provisions for pensions for former members of the Management Board amount to € 20,043 thousand 

(previous year: € 20,672 thousand). In the financial year, former members of the Management Board 

received pension benefits totalling € 1,520 thousand (previous year: € 1,538 thousand).  

The provisions of section 314(3) sentence 1 HGB in conjunction with section 286(5) HGB apply with 

respect to the disclosure of the individual remuneration paid to members of the Management Board up 

to and including the 2018 financial year. 

58. Auditors’ fees and services 

The fees for the auditor Ernst & Young GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft were broken down as 

follows: 

 

Other services mainly related to consulting services in connection with our digitization strategy. 

59. Declaration of conformity with the German Corporate Governance 

Code in accordance with section 161 AktG 

The declaration of conformity with the German Corporate Governance Code prescribed by section 161 

AktG (German Stock Corporation Act) for the 2018 financial year was submitted by the Management 

Board and the Supervisory Board of Villeroy & Boch AG on 29 November 2018. The declarations are 

permanently available to shareholders on the Internet.  

60. Events after the end of the reporting period 

There are currently no significant events that took place after the end of the financial year. 
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61. List of shareholdings 

The shareholdings of the Villeroy & Boch Group are listed in accordance with section 313(2) HGB* 

below:  
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62. Developments within the IFRS framework 

The following pronouncements by the international standard-setter, the IASB (International Account-

ing Standards Board), were endorsed by the EU and are required to be applied for financial years be-

ginning after 31 December 2017: 

 

The effects of the first-time application of IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” and IFRS 15 “Revenue 

from Contracts with Customers” are summarised in note 1 “Accounting Policies”. The amendment to 

IAS 40 clarifies that a transfer to “Investment property” must be implemented as soon as there is evi-

dence of a change in use. The application of these new standards had no material effect on the ac-

counting policies of the Villeroy & Boch Group. 

The following IASB pronouncements were endorsed by the EU and were not yet effective for the past 

2018 financial year: 

 

 

IFRS 16 "Leases" sets out the accounting treatment and disclosure requirements for leases. It super-

sedes the guidance of IAS 17 "Leases" and various interpretations. 

In accordance with IFRS 16, a contract is, or contains, a lease if it conveys the right to use an asset for 

a period of time in exchange for consideration. In future, the lessee must recognise all leases for which 

it holds the right to use the leased asset (the "right-of-use asset"). Recognition exemptions are availa-
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ble for short-term and low-value leases. The cost of the right-of-use asset includes the present value of 

the lease liability as well as any additional payments at or prior to conclusion of the lease, other direct 

costs incurred by the lessee and any restoration or demolition obligations. When calculating lease 

payments, there is an option regarding the consideration of remuneration for additional services, such 

as for maintenance expenses. Lease incentives, i.e. payments by the lessor to the lessee, are deducted 

from the cost of the asset. The present value of the lease liability is the sum of all outstanding lease 

payments discounted to the date of initial recognition. The right-of-use asset is subsequently measured 

at amortised cost in accordance with the principles of IAS 16 "Property, Plant and Equipment".  

The interest cost of the lease liabilities is reported separately from depreciation and amortisation in the 

income statement. In the cash flow statement, cash outflows for repayments are reported in net cash 

from financing activities. All other lease payments continue to be reported in net cash from operating 

activities.  

IFRS 16 extends the disclosure requirements for lease transactions in the notes to the lessee's consoli-

dated financial statements.For lessors, there is no change to the accounting treatment of the assets 

transferred.  

According to the IASB, IFRS 16 “Leases” is effective for reporting periods beginning on or after 

1 January 2019. For existing leases, the modified retrospective approach is applied for transition pur-

poses in the Villeroy & Boch Group as at 1 January 2019. Under this method, lease liabilities are off-

set against right-of-use assets of the same value. Prior-year comparative disclosures are not required. 

There will be no change in the accounting treatment of contracts with a remaining term of less than 

twelve months at the transition date. We expect an increase of a low eight-figure amount in the total 

assets of the Villeroy & Boch Group, which will reduce its equity ratio by around two percentage 

point. 

Among other things, the amendment to IFRS 9 relates to the classification of financial instruments 

that, if cancelled by the borrower, incur breakage costs on the part of the borrower. These financial in-

struments are recognised at amortised cost or at fair value through OCI.  

The new interpretation IFRIC 23 applies, among other things, to unused tax losses (see note 10) and to 

the determination of tax rates (see note 41) if there is uncertainty regarding their income tax treatment 

when they are measured. If recognition for tax purposes cannot be clarified until after the end of the 

reporting period, the tax expense is recognised at either the most probable value or the expected value. 

According to current understanding, the amendment to IFRS 9 and the introduction of IFRIC 23 will 

have only an immaterial effect on the Villeroy & Boch Group. 

The EU has not yet adopted the following IASB pronouncements: 
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We will apply the above new and amended standards when they become effective within the EU. In 

the absence of an official German translation, the standards are shown with their English titles. 

The new IFRS 17 “Insurance Contracts” applies to all contracts in which the entity is required to pay 

compensation on the occurrence of an uncertain future event. Typical examples for a manufacturing 

company include product warranties given by a manufacturer, assets and liabilities relating to pension 

obligations or short positions from residual value guarantees issued. An explicit exemption from or 

opting for IFRS 9 will presumably have only an immaterial effect on the Villeroy & Boch Group. Sub-

ject to endorsement in EU law, the standard will be effective from 1 January 2021.  

The amendments to IAS 19 “Employee Benefits” will modify the accounting for plan amendment, 

curtailment and settlement. In the event of a future intra-year plan amendment, the service cost and the 

net interest will have to be recalculated for the period until the end of the reporting period 

(31 December) using the current actuarial assumptions. Previously, this recalculation was only made 

at the end of the year without any adjustment to current annual expenditure. This will allow for a more 

accurate presentation of the effects of such amendments (see note 29). 

According to present knowledge, the new standards listed above will have only an immaterial effect 

on the Villeroy & Boch Group. 

 

The European Commission has resolved not to endorse the following IASB pronouncements in Euro-

pean law: 
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As they have not been implemented in EU law, the Villeroy & Boch Group is not permitted to apply 

these regulations in the preparation of exempting consolidated financial statements in accordance with 

section 315e (1) HGB. The Villeroy & Boch Group would not be affected by either regulation. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 

Translation of the German independent auditor’s report concerning the audit of the consolidated finan-

cial statements and group management report prepared in German: 

 

We issued the following auditor’s report on the consolidated financial statements and the group 

management report: 

“Independent auditor’s report 

To Villeroy & Boch Aktiengesellschaft 

Report on the audit of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management report 

Opinions 

We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Villeroy & Boch Aktiengesellschaft, 

Mettlach, and its subsidiaries (of the Group), which comprise the consolidated balance sheet as of 

31 December 2018, consolidated income statement, consolidated statement of comprehensive in-

come, consolidated statement of equity and consolidated statement of cash flows for the fiscal year 

from 1 January to 31 December 2018 and the notes to the consolidated financial statements, includ-

ing a summary of significant accounting policies. In addition, we have audited the group manage-

ment report of Villeroy & Boch Aktiengesellschaft for the fiscal year from 1 January to 31 December 

2018.  

In our opinion, on the basis of the knowledge obtained in the audit,  

• the accompanying consolidated financial statements comply, in all material respects, with the 

IFRSs as adopted by the EU, and the additional requirements of German commercial law pur-

suant to Sec. 315e (1) HGB [“Handelsgesetzbuch”: German Commercial Code] and, in compli-

ance with these requirements, give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, and financial 

position of the Group as of 31 December 2018, and of its financial performance for the fiscal 

year from 1 January to 31 December 2018, and 

• the accompanying group management report as a whole provides an appropriate view of the 

Group’s position. In all material respects, this group management report is consistent with the 

consolidated financial statements, complies with German legal requirements and appropriate-

ly presents the opportunities and risks of future development.  

Pursuant to Sec. 322 (3) Sentence 1 HGB, we declare that our audit has not led to any reservations 

relating to the legal compliance of the consolidated financial statements and of the group manage-

ment report. 

Basis for the opinions  

We conducted our audit of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management re-

port in accordance with Sec. 317 HGB and the EU Audit Regulation (No 537/2014, referred to subse-

quently as “EU Audit Regulation”) and in compliance with German Generally Accepted Standards for 

Financial Statement Audits promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer [Institute of Public Au-

ditors in Germany] (IDW). Our responsibilities under those requirements and principles are further 

described in the “Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements and 

of the group management report” section of our auditor’s report. We are independent of the group 

entities in accordance with the requirements of European law and German commercial and profes-
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sional law, and we have fulfilled our other German professional responsibilities in accordance with 

these requirements. In addition, in accordance with Art. 10 (2) f) of the EU Audit Regulation, we de-

clare that we have not provided non-audit services prohibited under Art. 5 (1) of the EU Audit Regu-

lation. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide 

a basis for our opinions on the consolidated financial statements and on the group management re-

port.  

Key audit matters in the audit of the consolidated financial statements 

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in 

our audit of the consolidated financial statements for the fiscal year from 1 January 2018 to 

31 December 2018. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the consolidated fi-

nancial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon; we do not provide a separate 

opinion on these matters.  

Below, we describe what we consider to be the key audit matters: 

1. Measurement of inventories 

Reasons why the matter was determined to be a key audit matter 

Inventories constitute a significant item in the consolidated financial statements. They are measured 

at production cost. For this purpose, the standard costs used during the year are adjusted to the re-

spective actual costs at the end of the year with the help of revaluation factors. The adjustment is 

highly dependent on the assumptions with regard to the overhead costs of the production process 

that have to be included, the fixed costs that are not related to production and the determination of 

the planned capacity utilization (normal utilization).   

Corresponding valuation allowances take into account inventory risks arising from the period of stor-

age and/or reduced usability. In particular, the determination of the write-down rates and the alloca-

tion to various valuation classes in the IT-supported write-down procedure as well as the evaluation 

whether additional manual write-downs are necessary, which are not taken into account in this 

write-down procedure, are at the discretion of the executive directors of the Company. 

Auditor’s response 

In our audit procedures, we examined the method and the underlying controls of the measurement 

of inventories.  

We verified the method to calculate the standard costs and examined this at item level for each 

business division for anomalies and changes compared to the prior year using data analytic proce-

dures. We analyzed the revaluation factors used for the adjustment of the standard costs to the ac-

tual costs on a spot check basis. We also examined whether production-related overhead costs were 

only taken into account in the calculation of the production costs to the extent that they are incurred 

with normal utilization of technical and personnel production capacities. In particular, we analyzed 

the change in overhead costs and the planned production capacity compared to the prior year. We 

examined the planned and actual output using a prior-year comparison and by inspecting the pro-

duction reports of the production plants.  

We confirmed the suitability of the IT-supported write-down procedure for the assessment of inven-

tory risks. We assessed the system-based implementation of the write-down procedure with the as-

sistance of internal IT experts. We compared the computational logic of the model with the account-

ing and measurement policies used by the Group and arithmetically verified it on a test basis. We 
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further assessed the write-downs calculated based on past experience through analytical compari-

sons with the write-downs of individual items and of total inventory applied in prior years and dis-

cussed the requirement for additional manual write-downs with the executive directors based on 

this.  

Our audit did not lead to any reservations concerning the measurement of inventories. 

Reference to related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements 

The Company’s disclosures regarding the recognition and measurement policies used for the inven-

tories are included in the notes to the consolidated financial statements (note 1 and note 11). 

2. Recognition and measurement of deferred taxes  

Reasons why the matter was determined to be a key audit matter 

For the recognition and measurement of deferred taxes, the calculation of all differences between 

their recognition pursuant to the respective local tax regulations and pursuant to the IFRS accounting 

requirements as well as the calculation of tax loss carryforwards is required at the level of the tax ob-

ject. On account of the varied and usually complex local tax regulations, this requires elaborate calcu-

lations.  

The assessment of the recoverability of deferred tax assets from temporary differences and tax loss 

carryforwards is based on the assessment of usability in the future through future taxable income. 

The executive directors therefore make estimates with regard to the economic development of the 

respective companies based on discretionary judgment.  

Auditor’s response 

Due to the complexity of the tax calculations taking into account the local tax regulations and legisla-

tion, we consulted internal tax experts for the assessment of deferred taxes.  

For the assessment of the recognition and measurement of deferred taxes, we examined the under-

lying processes for the recognition and measurement of deferred taxes at the group companies, 

among other things. We also verified the identification and quantification of deviations between the 

recognition and the measurement of liabilities on a test basis in accordance with tax regulations and 

financial reporting pursuant to IFRS, as well as the calculation of the deferred taxes and the applica-

tion of the tax rate.  

For the assessment of the recoverability of tax assets from temporary differences as well as from tax 

loss carryforwards, we examined, on a test basis, whether the tax planning was derived from the 

corporate planning and the applicable national tax regulations were observed for the utilization of 

loss carryforwards. Furthermore, we confirmed the assumptions of the tax planning of the individual 

companies based on the taxable income generated in the past. 

Our audit did not lead to any reservations concerning the recognition and measurement of deferred 

taxes. 

Reference to related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements 

Disclosures of the Group on the recognition and measurement of deferred tax assets are included in 

the notes to the consolidated financial statements (note 1 and note 10). 

3. Recognition of pension provisions 

Reasons why the matter was determined to be a key audit matter 
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The estimates made by the executive directors with respect to the existence of an obligation as well 

as the projection of future cash flows in connection with this obligation have a direct impact on the 

recognition and measurement of provisions. Particularly for pension provisions, assumptions are to 

be made regarding the discount rate to be used, life expectancy and wage and salary developments 

in the respective countries.  

Auditor’s response  

The Group commissioned an external actuary to determine the amount of pension provisions. We 

assessed whether the experts have the competence, abilities and objectivity necessary for the pur-

poses of our audit, gained an understanding of the experts’ work, and assessed the suitability of the 

experts’ work as audit evidence for the relevant assertions. We gained an understanding of the pro-

cess of determining the data basis, data exchange with the expert as well as the calculation parame-

ters.  

Among other things, we reconciled the data basis with the existing contracts and the master data in 

the SAP HR system on a sample basis and analyzed them with regard to anomalies and changes com-

pared to the prior year. We reviewed the plausibility of the calculation parameters used, including 

the discount rate, inflation rate, and salary development, as well as the mortality tables used, based 

on internal and external market data.  

Our audit procedures revealed that the discount rate used is within an acceptable range and that the 

other assumptions are also sufficiently documented. 

Reference to related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements 

Disclosures of the Group on the measurement of pension provisions are included in the notes to the 

consolidated financial statements (note 1 and note 26). 

Other information  

The supervisory board is responsible for the report of the supervisory board pursuant to Sec. 171 (2) 

AktG [“Aktiengesetz”: German Stock Corporation Act] and the declaration of compliance with the 

corporate governance code of the supervisory board pursuant to Sec. 161 AktG. In all other respects, 

the executive directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises 

the other parts of the annual report, except the audited consolidated financial statements and group 

management report as well as our independent auditor’s report, in particular the report on corpo-

rate governance, the report of the supervisory board pursuant to Sec. 171 (2) AktG and the separate 

non-financial report. We received a copy of this ‘Other information’ by the time this auditor’s report 

was issued. 

Our opinions on the consolidated financial statements and on the group management report do not 

cover the other information, and consequently we do not express an opinion or any other form of 

assurance conclusion thereon. 

In connection with our audit, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in so doing, to 

consider whether the other information 

• is materially inconsistent with the consolidated financial statements, with the group manage-

ment report or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or 

• otherwise appears to be materially misstated. 

Responsibilities of the executive directors and the supervisory board for the consolidated financial 

statements and the group management report 
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The executive directors are responsible for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements 

that comply, in all material respects, with the IFRSs as adopted by the EU, and the additional re-

quirements of German commercial law pursuant to Sec. 315e (1) HGB and that the consolidated fi-

nancial statements, in compliance with these requirements, give a true and fair view of the assets, 

liabilities, and financial position of the Group. In addition, the executive directors are responsible for 

such internal control as they have determined necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated 

financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the executive directors are responsible for as-

sessing the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. They also have the responsibility for dis-

closing, as applicable, matters related to going concern. In addition, they are responsible for financial 

reporting based on the going concern basis of accounting unless there is an intention to liquidate the 

Group or to cease operations, or there is no realistic alternative but to do so.  

Furthermore, the executive directors are responsible for the preparation of the group management 

report that, as a whole, provides an appropriate view of the Group’s position and is, in all material 

respects, consistent with the consolidated financial statements, complies with German legal re-

quirements, and appropriately presents the opportunities and risks of future development. In addi-

tion, the executive directors are responsible for such arrangements and measures (systems) as they 

have considered necessary to enable the preparation of a group management report that is in ac-

cordance with the applicable German legal requirements, and to be able to provide sufficient appro-

priate evidence for the assertions in the group management report. 

The supervisory board is responsible for overseeing the Group’s financial reporting process for the 

preparation of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management report.  

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated financial statements and of the group 

management report 

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial state-

ments as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and whether 

the group management report as a whole provides an appropriate view of the Group’s position and, 

in all material respects, is consistent with the consolidated financial statements and the knowledge 

obtained in the audit, complies with the German legal requirements and appropriately presents the 

opportunities and risks of future development, as well as to issue an auditor’s report that includes 

our opinions on the consolidated financial statements and on the group management report.  

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in 

accordance with Sec. 317 HGB and the EU Audit Regulation and in compliance with German General-

ly Accepted Standards for Financial Statement Audits promulgated by the Institut der 

Wirtschaftsprüfer (IDW) will always detect a material misstatement. Misstatements can arise from 

fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably 

be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated 

financial statements and this group management report.  

We exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We 

also: 

• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements 

and of the group management report, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit 

procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropri-

ate to provide a basis for our opinions. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement re-
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sulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, 

forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit of the consolidated financial 

statements and of arrangements and measures (systems) relevant to the audit of the group 

management report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circum-

stances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of these sys-

tems.  

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used by the executive directors and the 

reasonableness of estimates made by the executive directors and related disclosures. 

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the executive directors’ use of the going concern basis of 

accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists 

related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to con-

tinue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to 

draw attention in the auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial 

statements and in the group management report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to 

modify our respective opinions. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up 

to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Group 

to cease to be able to continue as a going concern.  

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial state-

ments, including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements present 

the underlying transactions and events in a manner that the consolidated financial statements 

give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and financial performance of 

the Group in compliance with IFRSs as adopted by the EU and the additional requirements of 

German commercial law pursuant to Sec. 315e (1) HGB.  

• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities 

or business activities within the Group to express opinions on the consolidated financial 

statements and on the group management report. We are responsible for the direction, su-

pervision and performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit 

opinions. 

• Evaluate the consistency of the group management report with the consolidated financial 

statements, its conformity with [German] law, and the view of the Company’s position it pro-

vides. 

• Perform audit procedures on the prospective information presented by the executive directors 

in the group management report. On the basis of sufficient appropriate audit evidence we 

evaluate, in particular, the significant assumptions used by the executive directors as a basis 

for the prospective information, and evaluate the proper derivation of the prospective infor-

mation from these assumptions. We do not express a separate opinion on the prospective in-

formation and on the assumptions used as a basis. There is a substantial unavoidable risk that 

future events will differ materially from the prospective information. 

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned 

scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in 

internal control that we identify during our audit.  
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We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with the 

relevant independence requirements, and communicate with them all relationships and other mat-

ters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence and where applicable, the related 

safeguards.  

From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters 

that were of most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current pe-

riod and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report un-

less law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter. 

Other legal and regulatory requirements 

Further information pursuant to Art. 10 of the EU Audit Regulation  

We were elected as group auditor by the annual general meeting on 23 March 2018. We were en-

gaged by the supervisory board on 24 September 2018. We have been the group auditor of Villeroy 

& Boch Aktiengesellschaft without interruption since fiscal year 2009.  

We declare that the opinions expressed in this auditor’s report are consistent with the additional re-

port to the audit committee pursuant to Art. 11 of the EU Audit Regulation (long-form audit report).  

German Public Auditor responsible for the engagement  

The German Public Auditor responsible for the engagement is Mr. Heiko Hummel.” 

 

Stuttgart, 31 January 2019 

Ernst & Young GmbH 

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 

 

   

Hummel Waldner 

Wirtschaftsprüfer Wirtschaftsprüfer  

[German Public Auditor] [German Public Auditor] 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCLAIMER 

 

Forward-looking statements 

This annual report contains forward-looking statements based on management estimates of future de-

velopments at the time this report was prepared. These statements are subject to risks and uncertainties 

that Villeroy & Boch is largely unable to influence or precisely evaluate. Among other things, this in-

cludes the future economic and legal market conditions, the behaviour of other market participants and 

expected synergy effects. If these or other uncertain factors were to occur in reality or the assumptions 

underlying the forward-looking statements were to prove incorrect, the actual results could deviate 

from the expected results described herein. Villeroy & Boch does not intend to update these forward-

looking statements after the reporting date in order to reflect future events or developments. 

 

Rounding differences 

The percentages and figures in this report may be subject to rounding differences. 

 

Technical discrepancies 

There may be discrepancies between the accounting documents contained in this report and the ac-

counting documents submitted to the Bundesanzeiger (Federal Gazette) due to technical reasons (e. g. 

conversion of electronic formats). In this case, the version submitted to the Bundesanzeiger shall be 

binding. This report has been translated into English. In the event of variances, the German version 

shall take precedence over the English translation. 


